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Abstract
The Siberian condition is an exaggerated one with many layers: its history of settlement created 
unconventional spatial conditions that are emphasized by extreme geography and climate. Ob-
servations from a visit describe the urban space as monotonous and depressing, the landscape 
as an endlessly montaged one, the Siberian habitat as limited and so on. These observations 
refer to conventional themes from the architectural field as extreme or particular to the Siberian 
condition. For a deeper reading of this spatial condition, this project deconstructs Siberian space 
into five elements that, through applying a metaphoric reading of each, explain the exaggerated 
condition on multiple levels.  
The five elements are chosen so that together they represent Siberia’s geography in a broad 
spatial sense. Landscape, production of urban space, dwelling, act of demolition and infra-
structure are the pure spatial objects and processes that are taken as the constituents that, on 
multiple scales and by their ideological insert, inform the Siberian condition. With respect to how 
meaning and space are strongly connected, deconstructing Siberian space into these elements 
requires the deconstruction of the ideologies that stand behind them. Thus, a conventional 
theme is paired with a theoretical theme: within this theoretical framework an interpretation of 
each object or process is allowed that reveals its ideological insert, historic context and actual 
condition. These interpretations are generated by both text and graphics supporting each other. 
Collected materials are used from field research such as interviews and photographs as well as 
academic research. 
This thesis uses the power of a visual anthropology to go beyond a formal description of a place: 
a method that collages the Siberian geography. Through commenting on existing trends and 
making the aggregated systems of operation legible, a dialogue for negotiating the post-Soviet 
urban condition in Siberia is offered.
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University of Novosibirsk
Meeting with Andrey Chernov, art-
ist,  and Konstantin Skotnikov from 
the ‘Blue Noses’
Meeting with Ludmila Ivashina, cor-
respondent of the Goethe-Institute, 
Novosibirsk
01/17 trans-Siberian railway
NOVOSIBIRSK -> TOMSK
01/12- 01/14
KUNGUR, Hotel Stalagmit
01/14 trans-Siberian railway
KUNGUR -> NOVOSIBIRSK
01/15- 01/17
NOVOSIBIRSK, Hotel Centralnaya
Meeting with Prof. Alexander Lozhkin, 
01/05/2011: Frankfurt - Moscow
01/05 - 01/08/2011 
MOSCOW
Basilica Hostel 
01/08 trans-Siberian railway
MOSCOW -> PERM’
01/09 - 01/11
PERM’
Meeting with Andrey Golovin, Direc-
tor of City Planning Office, Perm
01/11 trans-Siberian railway
PERM’ -> KUNGUR
01/05/2011 - 01/22/2011
Moscow to Novokuznetsk 
Travel Itinerary
MOSCOW PERM
KUNGUR
NOVOSIBIRSK
NOVOKUZNETSK
TOMSK
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01/17-01/19 
TOMSK, Hotel Sputnik
01/19 Bus
TOMSK -> NOVOKUZNETSK
 
01/19 - 01/21
NOVOKUZNETSK
Meetings with Viktor Magel, direc-
tor of the city planning office; 
Elena Blaginikh, architecture pro-
fessor; students in Architecture. 
Organized by the international of-
ficer Anna Khrenova, department for 
international affairs, Siberian 
State Engineering University
01/21 trans-Siberian railway
NOVOKUZNETSK -> NOVOSIBIRSK
01/21-01/22 
NOVOSIBIRSK
01/22 NOVOSIBIRSK -> FRANKFURT
News from Russian Siberia over the last twenty years tells of migrat-
ing populations, unfinished constructions and a blighted urban envi-
ronment. Since 1991, the end of the ‘Communist project’ is officially 
announced. All of Russia, except for the metropolises and some of 
the cities associated with resource production, suffers from population 
loss, closing factories and deteriorating cities. In Siberia, these symp-
toms are represented in the extreme: while Moscow booms with devel-
opment, its vast and remote hinterland is left out of the possibilities that 
the global market offers. Siberia suffers economically much more from 
the breakdown of the totalitarian regime than the regions west of the 
Urals because it was almost exclusively colonized and urbanized by 
the ideological framework under the Soviet regime- which determined 
location of economy, people and spatial conditions. 
The movements of the ‘Communist project’ that projected growth, per-
manent construction and the colonization of new territory, are reversed 
now and revealed in those symptoms: they are indicators for Soviet 
ideology evaporating from post-Soviet space. The planned colonization 
of Siberia has ended and takes away meaning, economic progress 
and the vision of an identity. This condition is emphasized and in part 
produced by Siberia’s spatial extremities: its vastness, extreme climate 
and remoteness.
For a deeper reading of this condition, I traveled from Moscow to No-
vokuznetsk along the Siberian railway in January 2011. This journey 
made those phenomena visibly accessible and revealed many more. 
From interviews, photographs and other collected material I drew the 
Siberian space as a product of multiple ideologies: five conventional 
themes (landscape, production of urban space, dwelling, act of de-
molition and infrastructure) from the architectural field are interpreted 
both visually and textually along a theoretical framework that is further 
explained in the first chapter (-> THE SIBERIAN CONDITION). This 
chapter represents the introductionary chapter that you would find in 
a traditional thesis; it also introduces the hypothesis and concluding 
thoughts. The following chapters each take on one theme (->MON-
TAGED PATCHES, AUTOMATON PRODUCT, SPLIT HABITAT, 
IDEOLOGICAL GRAVEYARD, DEFLATED MONUMENT) and are in-
terspersed with book reviews and an artist report that give both back-
ground and insight into current tendencies. This main body of work 
contains of autonomous visual essays that can each be approached 
without having read the previous one- an easy access is generated 
that allows you to dive into the topic at various points.
EDITORIAL
7
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CHAPTERS
Graphics, drawings and photographs by the 
author except when indicated.
p. 10 
p. 18 
p. 39 
p. 44 
p. 59 
p. 64 
p. 71 
p. 76 
p. 91 
p. 94 
THE SIBERIAN CONDITION:
EVAPORATION OF IDEOLOGY
MONTAGED  PATCHES
 
AUTOMATON  PRODUCT
SPLIT  HABITAT
IDEOLOGICAL  GRAVEYARD
DEFLATED  MONUMENT
BOOK REVIEW: THE IDEAL COMMUNIST CITY
ARTIST REPORT: ANDREY CHERNOV
JOURNAL REPORT: PROJECT RUSSIA
BOOK REVIEW: THE SIBERIAN CURSE
9
The shift of power: a Russian Oligarch 
together with the most powerful mayor 
of the world and a top star rapper: 
Mikhail Prokhorov, Michael Bloomberg 
and Jay-Z in 2010
from: ‘The N.B.A.’s Oligarch and His 
Power Games’ in New York Times, pub-
lished 10/2010
Stalin, Rossevelt and Churchhill at 
the Yalta conferenence in 1945
from: ‘Big 3 Doom Nazism and Reich 
Militarism’ in New York Times, pub-
lished 04/1945
10
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THE  SIBERIAN 
CONDITION:
EVAPORATED 
IDEOLOGY
˄ fig. 01:
Population growth in the seven largest cities of Si-
beria in the 20th century. 70 % of the Siberian popula-
tion lives in cities. From 1930 until 1990, the population of 
those cities has grown in average by 690 %. 
data source: source: F. Hill + C. Gaddy, The Siberian Curse 
(18)
1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000
200.000
Novokuznetsk
Irkutsk
Krasnoyarsk
Omsk
Novosibirsk
Tyumen’
Tomsk400.000
600.000
800.000
1.000.000
1.200.000
1.400.000
1.600.000
Population
˄ fig. 02:
Shrinking cities in Russia + former Block states
data source: Oswalt, P. and Rieniets, T.: Atlas of Shrinking 
Cities (25)
FACT SHEET
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fig. 03: 
Migrating for amenities on the way from rural to Moscow.
The Siberian Condition:
Evaporated Ideology
How does ideology evaporate from post-Soviet space?
When the settlement of Siberia became a major public task with Sta-
lin’s Five-Year-Plans1, many Russians left their homes for the promise 
of a better life with more amenities in newer buildings. Often they did 
not have a choice as to move to the jobs that were created in those 
remote regions: Russians had their residence locations stamped in 
their passport and were told not to leave. Today, people are not legally 
bound to their location anymore. Since 1992 there has been an im-
mense migration shift in federal Russia: people from the countryside 
are moving closer to larger cities in order to enjoy their cultural ameni-
ties. Often medium-sized cities (300,000-500,000 inhabitants) serve as 
the intermittent place of residence when the final destination is one of 
the few larger cities, i.e. Moscow. 
We find that the movement of the ‘Communist project’2 that projected 
growth, permanent construction and the colonization of new territory, 
are reversed now: they are indicators for Soviet ideology3 evaporating 
from post-Soviet space. Movement of entire populations -leaving one 
city empty and another growing- makes the emptying of ideology from 
post-Soviet space a visible phenomenon (fig. 03).
The planned colonization of Siberia has ended and removes mean-
ing, economic progress and the vision of an identity. This condition is 
emphasized and in part produced by Siberia’s spatial extremities: its 
vastness, extreme climate and remoteness. Even more so, in Siberia, 
Soviet town planning created a monotony of spatial elements, filled 
with content produced and promulgated by media propaganda: a very 
long railway (more than 9000km), a pre-fabricated urban environment 
and a public space whose meaning is diffused today4. The urban city-
scape is created through the repetition of little varying physical ele-
ments sparked with a few representative objects (fig. 04). This monoto-
ny is emphasized by the long season of winter that dowses a massive 
Siberian ground into whiteness. Before the breakdown of the Soviet 
Union, physical monotony could be justified by propagating the idea of 
community  and collectivity; now, an evaporating ideology manipulates 
the perception of the urban and attracts new players and systems that 
form changes in the physical environment (fig. 05). 
  THE SIBERIAN CONDITION
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fig. 04: Monotonous space
Ascribed meaning determines the perception of space. No 
room for individuality. Social realism is the power-machine 
for Soviet planning.
fig. 05: Evaporated Ideology 
Small scale economic development and new signs, emptying So-
viet housing structures, decaying manufacturing industries, 
un-determined public space and surroundings, diffuse meaning 
of the former representative objects, and new single family 
homes development.
On the streets of struggling cities we find small scale economic de-
velopment, the influence of the global market visible in new adver-
tisements and products on the one hand, and the deterioration of 
the manufacturing economy on the other. The infrastructural sys-
tem is as old as it was when first built and without any upgrades 
seems deteriorated and out-dated. The elements that once formed 
the city-scape are disconnected from each other; they become ruins 
in an environment that has lost the ideological presence that once 
connected them. The decline of ideology from space changes the 
monotonous but clear environment into a fragmented but foggy one: 
it gives way to certain new -unknown- paradigms that encroach on 
space. The unfiltered imposition of ‘capitalist’ or ‘neo-liberal’ forms 
on Siberian cities freezes the existing ‘socialist’ structure of those 
cities into cultural monuments, discontinued and lost in time. While 
in Moscow, economic pressure replaces non-fashionable housing 
structures with new ones, in Siberia there is little to no money for de-
molition alone: thus these structures remain untouched and decay.
EVAPORATED IDEOLOGY
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MONUMENT
the trans-siberian
railway/infrastructure
MONTAGEthe Siberian landscape
HABITATprevalent dwelling forms
MONOTONY
production process of urban 
scpace
OBLITERATIONremediation/demolition 
MONTAGED
PATCHES
CHAPTER CONVENTIONAL
THEME
THEORETICAL 
THEME
The Siberian landscape is a montage of patches 
of settlements and industries -seemingly- arbi-
trarily superimposed onto a background. The 
patches resemble groupings of scaled grains of 
the same code. 
The almost exclusively under the Soviet regime 
produced urban space in Siberia appears mo-
notonous and simplistic which is due to the 
building process, design and speed.
Little individual capital and large housing hous-
ing structures inhibit a cultural adaption to the 
new economic model. 
The demolition of an industrial plant in the cen-
ter of N. makes the central plaza ideological 
wasteland; the mined territory with no physical 
structure on the surface becomes an ideological 
graveyard.
The trans-Siberian railway was a key figure for 
colonizing Siberia; today it is out-dated and can 
not transform into pure infrastructure.
DESCRIPTION
AUTOMATON 
PRODUCT
SPLIT
HABITAT
IDEOLOGICAL
GRAVEYARD
DEFLATED 
MONUMENT
fig. 06:
Pairs of architectural and 
theoretical themes
  THE SIBERIAN CONDITION
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Reveals the constructivist nature of coloniz-
ing Siberia. The aspired dissolution of urban 
and rural results in a montaged landscape.
The orinally aspired human relief through 
the use of machines creates the automated 
production of scpae - which creates mo-
notony and harsh living condition.
The division of everyday life content via 
spatially separated ‘containers’ created 
physical conditions that today enforces a 
split habitat between the dacha and the So-
viet multiple-apartment buildings.
The simple demolition of industry becomes 
an act of obliterating the past; it alters the 
spatial product of ideology.
Through becoming a monument, By los-
ing its ideological thread, the trans-Siberian 
railway becomes a monument.
IDEOLOGICAL
INSERTION
Deconstructing Spatialized Ideologies
The Siberian condition is an exaggerated one on many layers: its 
history of settlement created unconventional spatial conditions. Ob-
servations from the field trip describe the urban space as monoto-
nous and depressing, the landscape as endlessly montaged5 and 
the Siberian habitat6 as spatially limited. These observations refer to 
conventional themes from the architectural field as extreme or par-
ticular to the Siberian condition. For a deeper reading of this spatial 
condition, this project deconstructs Siberian space into five elements 
that, through a metaphoric reading of each, explain the exaggerated 
condition on multiple levels.  
The five elements are chosen so that together they represent Sibe-
ria’s geography in a broad spatial sense. Landscape, production of 
urban space, dwelling, act of demolition and infrastructure are the 
pure spatial objects and processes that I take as the constituents 
that, on multiple scales and by their ideological insert, inform what I 
call the Siberian condition. With respect to how meaning and space 
are strongly connected here, deconstructing Siberian space into 
these elements means also the deconstruction of the ideologies that 
stand behind them. Thus, a conventional theme (e.g. landscape) is 
paired with a theoretical theme (e.g. montage): within the theoretical 
framework of the metaphors chosen, an interpretation of each ob-
ject or process is allowed that reveals a particular ideological insert, 
its historic context and actual condition. For further description of 
this concept see table to the left (fig.06). 
These interpretations are generated by both text and graphics sup-
porting each other. The language of the imagery in this thesis (pho-
tos, drawings and text in collage) are an invention but not fictional 
since it speaks with material that is collected from field and aca-
demic research. This thesis uses the power of a visual anthropology 
to go beyond a formal description of a place: a method that collages 
the Siberian geography.
EVAPORATED IDEOLOGY
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The Siberian Condition
The ideological interpretation of the architectural themes in the fol-
lowing chapters reveals that - although Siberia was urbanized almost 
exclusively after the 1930s (see fig. x on fact sheet)- the ideas behind 
them are not exclusively Soviet or Communist. Although many pre-
Soviet elements and ideas were despised when the Soviet Union was 
formed, they persisted through the period of the totalitarian regime or 
even got reintroduced, like in the case of the dacha, later in time7. 
Also, even though Avant-Gardist movements were limited with the in-
auguration of Socialist Realism, the Siberian landscape resembles a 
constructivist project8.
Breaks in ideological consistencies within political decision making can 
be found right at the beginning of the Stalinist period9. Also, paradoxes 
and contradictions in spatialized ideologies within the time that Siberia 
was colonized show that the fall of the Berlin Wall was not the only 
moment in history that altered the system of spatial production; for 
instance, the introduction of the prefabricated element. The produc-
tion of housing was accelerated once typical elements and standard 
designs were determined. A good majority of urban Siberia consists 
of typical and standardized housing that is not constructed for its cli-
mate10.
The colonial status of Siberia to a Russian centralized system deter-
mined the architectural characteristics of Siberian settlements and cit-
ies: we find Stalin’s sisters, the magnificent metro stations, grand pub-
lic squares and streets surrounded by monumental structures in great 
concentration Moscow, whereas in Siberian towns, especially those 
founded or expanded from the 1930s on, we find fewer and smaller 
versions of these Moscow-esque architectures and public spaces, 
paired with the ‘ideal city design’ and fashionable housing structures 
of the time.
Not only was the perception of Siberia as colonizable territory a pre-
Soviet guiding idea that naturally became subsumed into a goal of 
Socialism; also the railway, constructed between 1904 and 1916 for 
connecting Moscow economically to the Pacific East, became an artery 
for industrialization and resource extraction processes11. When looking 
at Siberian city-scape we should note that the Siberian country was 
and still is a colony to Moscow, and that it mainly was not deliberately 
settled by the Russians12. 
By looking comparatively at settlement structures and the preceding 
designs and ideas, we find new and old tendencies whose interrela-
tions conceal and reveal the ideological clashes from Pre-Soviet mo-
dernity, the vacuum period of Soviet Neoclassicism, and the wild and 
individualistic contemporary city development. We will find that some 
  THE SIBERIAN CONDITION
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of the settlement fabrics may work as a good canvas for physical 
transformations that current tendencies13 demand, and some, through 
their spatial determination and sometimes deterministic14 connotation, 
pose greater obstacles15.
These findings hint at the complexity of relationships between space 
and meaning in Siberia’s geography. The treatment of these elements 
as artefacts through visual and theoretical interpretations introduces 
a more holistic, nonetheless architectural, understanding of Siberian 
space. I argue for Siberia as a place and offer a dialogue whose sub-
jects communicate between history, theory and visual anthropology. 
Post-Soviet space is deconstructed into the spatial representations 
of communist and socialist ideas, and the spatial products of super-
ideas16 that were either of economic or political origin, as well as it 
traces pre-Soviet ideas and new tendencies in the urban environment. 
The deconstruction of Siberia’s geography  -into the elements previ-
ously described- will identify their relationship to meaning over time; it 
allows spatial relationships to continue and end precisely where they 
initially became meaningful through an ideological idea, or have lost 
their meaning due to political descisions.
Two aspects that exaggerate the Siberian condition are scale and cli-
mate, and they play into all the architectural themes that are discussed 
in this project. But all too often Siberia, because of those conditions 
and its geographically as well as politically peripheral character, is dis-
regarded as inhumane, hopeless or ‘cursed’17. This project intends to 
offer a dialoge for negotiating the post-Soviet urban condition: through 
making the aggregated systems of operation legible and deconstruct-
ing Siberian elements into spatialized ideologies. Through reading each 
element individually we may relocate problematic conditions and bring 
this under-researched area to the surface of our field.
Endnotes:
1  The goals of the Five-Year-Plans were to advance industrialization in five  
 year steps. The first two Five-Year-Plans, 1928 to 1933 and 1933 to 1937,  
 increased the industrial capacity of the SU and lead to the establishment of  
 major industrial centers such as Magnitogorsk (in the Urals) and Kuznetsk  
 (in Siberia, today Novokuznetsk). The third Five-Year-Plan was   
 interrupted by the SU entering war conflict with Nazi-Germany in 1939, after  
 which the focus shifted towards military production and the   
 relocation of those facilities to beyond the Urals. For further read, see Rus 
 sia’s Bitter Path to Modernity (5)
2   B. Groys, in History becomes Form (16), p.2: ‘The Soviet Union was a 
 society completely oriented toward the future - a society living in a   
 unifying Communist project. Everything “present” was automatically  
 experienced as only transitional, as being something to be used and  
 then eliminated on the way to the radiant Communist future.’
3  Soviet ideology: refers to those in charge in the Soviet Union and the  
 ideological background for their actions. Soviets as well as planners,  
 architects and developed ideas and strategies how to create the physical  
 environment for the Socialist society; more so, Soviet ideology refers  
 here to Stalin’s act of determining residence and future progress, which  
 largely happened in Siberia. 
4  The meaning of a place. Planning of cities in the Soviet Union was   
 directed by its ideological framework, i.e. collective spaces.   
 Public spaces that formerly represented the state or should remind of  
 the Communist society are freed of this ideological insertion: their mean 
 ing for the residents diffuses. 
5  Montaged: here used as the description of a landscape whose man- 
 made elements seem to be superimposed and disconnected from the  
 natural landscape. See MONTAGED PATCHES for further explanation.
6  Siberian habitat: is further evaluated in SPLIT HABITAT.
7  See chapter SPLIT HABITAT/The Dacha
8  See MONTAGED PATCHES
9  Stalin’s politics - the totalitarian state that enforces Socialism in one  
 state - may be considered as one of the first step with which Stalin  
 breaks from Marx’s understanding of Communism (although Stalin him 
 self proclaimed to follow Marxist-Leninist ideology). The role of a state in  
 communist society was not foreseen by Marx. The Communist project,  
 inaugurated by Lenin’s vanguard party and the revolution, started to  
 weaken when the Soviets came into play (anti-classless), as well as  
 when the world revolution failed to materialize and the SU had to persist  
 and coexist next to politically different entities. 
10  See AUTOMATON PRODUCT
11  See DEFLATED MONUMENT
12    Already during Imperial Russia the colonization of Siberia became   
 popular; so were main parts of the trans-Siberian railway built under  
 Nicholas II in the beginning of the 20th century. Later, after the Bolshe 
 viks having taken over, the settlement of Siberia became gradually   
 enforced. 
13  Tendencies: referring here to West-oriented understanding of individual 
 ity, privatization of land and small scale economic development.
14  Interview with Planning Director of the Novokuznetsk dity planning   
 office. I refer here to the disability to re-think the multiple unit   
 housing block. The prevalent idea is that only compact housing can  
 work economically in the first place, and compact housing only can have  
 multiple units in Soviet style. Simultaneously, when single family homes  
 are drawn, they look alike to the suburban and exurban US-home; multi 
 ple apartment houses are either Ernst-May-style (‘Zeilenbau’) or Breshnev  
 brutalities. It is a formal stigmatism- active research towards progressive  
 design principles exist little in Russia and development tendencies today  
 are reactonary, non-reflective. Because of economic reasons and little  
 alternatives provided by educational peers, they continue planning in  
 Soviet fashion. Meaning, although society is greatly on the move towards  
 something else (an extreme example for wealth and signs of a shining  
 society is Moscow), very many ways of acting in space have   
 not changed. The Russians are much more deliberated themselves to  
 speak of their recent history of totalitarian regime than we are- mostly  
 because their ambience in every sense has not changed and that is  
 what is there now (particularly in Siberia). There is senseable a relief in  
 the journalism/artists’ scene but there are still threats (recent deaths of  
 journalists, the artist that went to prison because of activism). 
15  see chapter SPLIT HABITAT
16  Super-ideas: here referring to Stalin’s Five-Year-Plans, and the, some 
 times, unconsciously spatial products of those.
17  See BOOK REVIEW: THE SIBERIAN CURSE
  
Population distribution:
The 16 largest cities of 
Russia and their location. 
Fewer than 16% of Russians 
lives in urban agglomera-
tions of more than 1 mil-
lion people (as compared to 
the U.S. 50 % of population 
do). Of these cities over 
1 million, 89 % are loaced 
West of the Urals. 35.6 mil-
lion of the Siberian popula-
tion (92 %) lives in cities 
of less than one million 
prople.
source: F. Hill + C. Gaddy, 
The Siberian Curse (18)
˃ fig. 07
grey: Russian Siberia
black dots: 16 largest cit-
ies in Russia.
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DACHA
PRE-REVOLUTIONAY  SETTLEMENTS
STALINIST  SETTLEMENTS
POST-STALINIST  SETTLEMENTS
INDUSTRIES
MONTAGED PATCHES
The Siberian landscape is a montage of patches 
of settlements and industries -seemingly- arbi-
trarily superimposed onto a background. The 
patches resemble groupings of scaled grains of 
the same code. 
 
13.1 million km² 
38 million
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Siberia % of Russia Russia 
 
territory:  
population: 
population density: 
77% 
28% 
-
13.1 million km²
142.9 million 
8.4 persons/km² 
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20
Dacha settlement near Krasnoyarsk, 
Sibiria.
source: internet
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˄  fig. 08
Dacha typology from outside No-
vokuznetsk, Sibiria.
The ‘dacha’ is the Russian 
seasonal or year-round second 
home,  often located in the ex-
urbs of cities.
 
0 0.25m
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Pre-Soviet single family homes out-
side Novokuznetsk, Sibiria.
Photograph taken Jan/2011
TSARIST SETTLEMENTS
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˄  fig. 09
Single family home typology 
from before 1900 from outside 
Novokuznetsk city, Sibiria.
 
The housing stock produced in 
pre-revolutionary Russia are 
called ‘Czarist Settlements’. 
Many settlements of simple 
wooden structures were already 
built in the times of the Czar 
regime, usually close to in-
dustrial plants and resource 
extraction sites. Today, many 
of these settlements are emp-
ty; people have moved to newer 
buildings or where they find 
better jobs.
0 0.25m
 MONTAGED PATCHES
  [PERMANENT] SETTLEMENTS   
Housing built under Stalin in the 
center of Novokuznetsk, Sibiria
Photograph taken Jan/2011 
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˄ fig. 10
Multiple apartment typology 
from inside Novokuznetsk city, 
Sibiria.
 
The typologies produced in 
Stalin’s years (1930 - 1954) 
follow classicistic formal ar-
rangements and ornaments, spa-
cious plazas and streets. Often 
the buildings facing streets 
would recieve more ornament 
and representative elements, 
whereas the interior of a block 
would be filled with Ernst-May-
style multi-apartment buildings 
arranged in rows. Under Stalin 
existing town centers next to 
resource deposits were erased 
and rebuilt.
0 0.25m
 MONTAGED PATCHES
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  [PERMANENT] SETTLEMENTS   
Post-Stalin type settlement between 
Kemerovo and Novokuznetsk, Sibiria
Photograph taken Jan/2011
 LATE-SOVIET SETTLEMENTS
26
˄  fig. 11
Settlement typology from late 
Soviet years outside No-
vokuznetsk city, Sibiria.
 
A hierarchical distinction be-
tween the city and residential 
areas outside the city in Rus-
sian planning jargon is done by 
calling them settlements. Those 
settlements contain a standard 
amount of communal facilities. 
Also, settlement has a colo-
nial, almost temporal character 
that makes it less associated 
to its envornment than cities 
or villages. Settlement here is 
not seen as a part of the city, 
it is seen more as a category 
for a residential area that is 
neither city, village or town.
In the late Soviet period, newly 
founded cities became experi-
mental ground for town planning 
along the often simplistic ide-
als.
 
0 0.25m
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Small industrial plant between Ke-
merovo and Novokuznetsk, Kuzbass 
region, Sibiria
photograph taken Jan/2011
 INDUSTRIES
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˄ fig. 12
Industrial typology of a coal 
mining plant in the center of 
Novokuznetsk, Sibiria.
 
˂
The industrial plants in Siberia 
are mostly erected after 1930 
and still are built today. par-
ticularly in the Northern part 
of Siberia where oil and gas de-
posits are mostly located. The 
Kuzbass region (see x) has the 
largest coal deposit in Siberia 
and is one of the more populated 
regions.
0 0.25m
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Montaged Patches
The urban landscapes in Siberia appear much as montaged1 ones. 
Varying in size and granulation, different typologies of settlement 
types as well as industrial areas are superimposed, like patches, 
onto the ‘hard’ (sometimes permafrost) ground. We find that one 
typology is multiplied and grouped into a mono-aesthetic pattern of 
one scale, what I call boundaried patches. Not only separated by 
typology but also functionally divided, these patches swim isolated in 
the landscape and often do not touch or interact formally with each 
other except via a street network.
Closeness to nature
The ideas that Communist planners formed of closeness to nature 
resulted in a coarse dispersal of patches within the ‘natural’ land-
scape. There is no smooth formal transition from urban to natural as 
you would find in centrally grown towns and cities West of the Ural. 
This physical closeness to nature (enacted by viewing rather than 
inhabiting) is different from the contemporary Western understand-
ing of nature-connectedness, which often discusses the paradigm 
of the equal interaction of earth and men- inaugurated by sciences 
that try to understand natural and urban systems, and deliver a non-
harming coexistence in their synthesis. Traditionally, Russians under-
stand themselves as the sovereigns of nature, resources and often 
people2. Although nature is something that is appreciated for leisure 
activities (mushroom collecting, fishing), its ongoing destruction (oil 
spill, air pollution) is neglected and dismissed by many. This is due 
to the fact that the main economy in Siberia is resource extraction, 
and pure economic survival depends on thtdestructive force. As well, 
the vastness of its territory makes many sites remain unvisited and 
unknown.  Nature and people are not treated as something that 
demands preservation and cultivation- it is minor in the hierarchy of 
value to the Russian people, especially to those in power. 
In many cases, the small medieval town centers have been erased 
by Soviet large scale planning. Many towns in Siberia that were 
close to natural resources were chosen for growth under Stalin and 
Krushchev. The new prevalent city ideals of ornamental brick hous-
ing blocks and monumental neoclassic public buildings replaced the 
ancient town, followed by growth in the ‘patch’ style, often close to 
industrial workplaces. Often the only pre-Soviet settlements have 
been destroyed in areas of rapid growth: usually we still find medi-
eval wooden houses in the town center when less growth happened.
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Siberian grain elevator along railway
Siberian settlements, 
Novokuznetsk
Memorial in Tomsk
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Siberian settlements, 
Novokuznetsk
Icons along the 
Siberian railway
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Figure grounds and landscape
A comparative look at the figure grounds of the different settlement 
types in Siberia (pages 21-29 and figs. 13-17 to the right) shows how 
over time the structures become larger as landownership shifts from 
private to public. Also, public space in the form of plazas and other 
open space increases in parallel with the larger structures. Although 
the figure grounds are different in scale, they all have one thing in 
common: a morphological simplicity which is explained by their late 
foundation and therefore rather planned nature. Also, their compact 
arrangement separates them - quite drastically with the latter in So-
viet time settlements - from the natural landscape: they become 
patches. 
Their common morphological simplicity unites the settlements and 
makes them, though different in form and scale, readable as one 
net of homogenous grains. In contrast, because of the nature of 
the condensed verticality of late-Soviet developments, the landscape 
presents itself as one large homogenous membrane. Yet, it con-
tains different types of landscape formations like forests, grasses, 
marshes, and agriculture. Dacha typologies as well as Tsarist vil-
lages superficially inaugurate a transition3 from urbanized area to na-
ture: however, homogeneity of typology within one patch produces 
a regularity, also represented by the grid-like street system, that 
alienates it from the surrounding landscape. Yet it belongs typologi-
cally to the other patches. They are different in scale or form: they 
have the same code.
Observing the urban structures together as one contiguous net in-
vites the recognition of the surrounding landscape as one entity, 
and possibly hints at understanding it as a large canvas in the back-
ground of the built environment. Another factor that stresses plain-
ness of the canvas is the winter landscape- for half of the year or 
more- that whitens the ground into an actual homogeneously flat and 
frozen surface.
fig. 13
fig. 14
fig. 15
fig. 16
fig. 17
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source: ‘Shrinking Cities’
source: internet
source: ‘Schone Neue Welt’
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Somewhere between Kemerovo and Novokuznetsk
City fabric in 
Novokuznetsk
Tomsk’s industrial skyline
Unfinished
Many of the late Soviet housing developments remain unfinished 
(images below), just as the Communist project was never finished. 
City functions and typologies have been fragmented and were in-
tended to be re-constructed on a large territorial scale- the break-
down of 1992 stopped this Constructivist project. It is Constructivist 
in the sense as the settlement patches, consisting of simple geo-
metric forms, are montaged onto a plain canvas. The montaged 
patches rarely merge with their immediate canvas: their conformity 
makes them abruptly stop and often, particularly when unfinished, 
create crass contrasts at their boundary, like the torn side of a 
piece of paper. It is also Constructivist in the sense as we see 
how the urbanization was planned in steps: new technologies and 
insights are unconditionally applied with every new era of settle-
ment type. Looking at the Siberian landscape today we may find it 
is an unfinished collage of mono-typological patches that, through 
a simplistic understanding of the urban environment, lacks commu-
nication with the canvas: the Siberian natural landscape.
Unfinished: Satellite im-
age of Akademgorodok, near 
Novosibirsk
Unfinished: Satellite im-
age of a settlment outside 
Novokuznetsk
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Somewhere between Kemerovo and Novokuznetsk
Industry between 
Omsk and Novosibirsk
Tomsk’s industrial skyline
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Montage of patches
The Siberian landscape resembles a montage of patches onto a 
seemingly homogenous canvas. The nature of montag- taking 
something from somewhere and placing it onto something in only 
a moment- relates both to the rapid growth and emergence of ur-
ban settlements as well as the imposition of pieces, of settlement 
patches that are incomplete in a cultural, functional sense but only 
originally part in one larger system4. Wandering through the Siberian 
towns and cities is not only moving through a seemingly montaged 
landscape with its collaged elements floating above the sometimes 
white ground, it is also a collage of different times. Through the 
patch style development, different housing types are rarely mingled 
with each other, so that each era, coming with a specific architec-
tural style, is most easily recognizable in the landscape. Most of the 
settlements have never been updated and structures are usually 
left as they were (with the exception of some public buildings and 
medieval houses5)- which lets you step back in time and view the 
settlements as history, disconnected from a contemporary events. 
Endnotes:
1  Montage is the aesthetic practice of combination, repetition, and overlap.  
 Montage, coming from film, Sergei Eisenstein views as ‘an idea 
 that arises fromt the collision of independent shots’ wherein ‘each se 
 quential element is perceived not next to the other but on top of the  
 other’. Looking closer at the techniques in Modern Montage we find  
 different elements: the play with foreground/background which is about  
 radical re-composition of power, the integration of text that tell of unreal  
 spaces; the collapse of many views into one that activate the 
 experience of unfolding time. By describing the Siberian landscape as  
 ‘montaged’, I refer then to the super-imposition of repetitive elements  
 that is created by the state; a technocratic version of the artist’s mon 
 tage.
2  Interview with Anna Khrenova, department for international affairs, Sibe 
 rian  State Engineering University.
3  A transition in the vertical sense: the small homes are usually only two to  
 two-and-a-half stories high.
4  The larger system: multiple settlements, industrial farms and cities form  
 together the Siberian Soviet-system. Today, with the connecting thread  
 dissolved, those settlements are on their own for developing an eco 
 nomically viable situation, and lack complex and divers functions that  
 would allow this. See also SPLIT HABITAT
5     The city Tomsk in the Kuzbass region receives money for preservation,  
 however very limited. Tomsk’s original town center fabric from the 19th  
 century and before is to a great part intact. See INERT TENDENCIES
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 BOOK REVIEW: THE SIBERIAN CURSE
A. Barburov et. al. in their book 
‘The ideal Communist City’ (1968) 
propose, while withdrawing from 
Western planning tendencies of 
that time, a list of ideal plan-
ning goals for the Communist soci-
ety. The built environment should 
be organized in a way to support 
and shape social processes that 
the authors consider essential to 
creating a class-less society. By 
assuming a controlled economy and 
form of the urban environment, the 
architects produce visions for the 
ideal sizes of cities, population 
densities and spatial arrangements 
within the economical structure. 
Some of their ideas on the struc-
ture of the city we find literally 
and formally represented in the 
new cities in Siberia3, as well as 
the formal characteristics of mod-
ern dwelling design. 
This book is interesting to urban-
ists today because it speculates 
how radical ideas about the social 
city are realized. It shows, when 
looking at the physical conditions 
today and the economic challenges 
during Soviet times, how these 
ideals are radical and through 
that, simplistically translated 
into space. As architect or plan-
ner one might be intrigued that 
design has as many indications 
on society as the Communists 
above believed. While there is no 
doubt that there is an immedi-
ate relationship between societal 
structure, political system and 
physical form in every system of 
After Stalin’s death in 1953, the traditional 
city planning of kitsch and pomposity 
came to an end and, when under Khrush-
chev and Brezhnew the topology of hous-
ing structures changed from the three to 
five story brick buildings to pre-fabricated 
housing blocks reaching within thirty years 
up to 25 floors1, the shape of public space 
and open land underwent transforma-
tion as well. Along the change of Russian 
Book review:  ‘The Ideal Communist City’ (1968)
leaders came different ideologies, weaker as 
the progressed in time, determining to which 
ideal a town or city plan should be realized 
based on location and program of common 
space and individual units, relationship to 
nature, zoning, and size of cities, towns and 
neighborhoods.2 
operation, in this case it was one-
way or, in other words, without a 
dialogue between planners and those 
who were planed for. This makes it 
simplistic. The approach negates the 
social capacity of existing cities, 
grown cities, and pretends to know 
the exact spatial features of the 
social life in a Communist society. 
The architects hope that eventually 
all the existing cities and towns 
are replaced by the ideal form imag-
ined. 
The most represented idea in ur-
ban environments in Siberia is the 
NUS (New Unit of Settlement) and 
the larger scale functional divi-
sions and arrangement within urban 
areas4. This ‘unit’ was to consist 
of at least 100.000 people for ‘a 
fully developed cultural life to 
emerge’ and should be used as the 
new ‘element in urban environments’, 
the ‘socio-spatial unit of the new 
society’. For this ‘NUS’, departing 
points are the so-called ‘cultural 
center’ in the center of the resi-
dential area, its immediate close-
ness to nature and the pedestrian 
access to both nature and cultural 
activities. This translates into 
the centrally located cultural 
center, surrounded by residential 
buildings for 100.000 people not 
further away that one mile, again 
surrounded by nature5. They assume 
two main principles: a linear or 
circular arrangement (fig. 22). 
Furthermore, for achieving the 
dissolution of urban and rural, 
these units of settlement are pro-
posed to be allocated far enough 
from each other to allow for land-
scape elements, so-called green 
belts, in between them that carry 
institutions for public health 
and leisure facilities, or even 
agriculture. Directing locales 
for economic development, scien-
tific research and higher education 
should be located in each ‘zone 
with its urban nuclei’. 
The quote that leads to the argu-
ment for the ‘unified urban envi-
ronment’:
˅  ‘Cultural Center’
˅  fig. 18
‘Diagram of group distribution in 
the urban environment’
all graphics from Barburov, A.: The Ideal Communist City (2)
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˅ fig. 19: ‘NUS’ diagram 
The NUS’ spatial concepts allows 
a pedestrian scale, places the 
school at the frindge to achieve 
closeness to nature, greenness 
between residential ‘sectors’, and 
each residential center contains a 
shopping center, ‘light industry, 
and space for collective activi-
ties.’ 
˅ fig. 20, 21:‘Primary residential 
unit’
Aims are economically built high 
rises that allow privacy, a view 
and comfort. Modular standard 
units that can be combined to 
create different types. Dual-ex-
posure, primary consumer services 
and a low rise-preschool and el-
˅ fig. 23: ‘Functional Relationships 
in a Zone with Groups of Urbanized 
Settlements’
˂ fig. 24: NUS-diagram more detailed:
‘1 Primary resiential units
2 Community center for the sector
3 School community complex
4 Academic center
5 Community center of NUS
6 Sports complex
7 Highway
8 Rapid transport above pedestrian 
level’ 
˅ fig. 22:‘Comprative Schemes for the 
Planning of Residential areas 
1 traditional city 
2 linear schema 
3 circular schema’
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˅ fig. 25: ‘Man and Machine’-diagram
Humans should be isolated from the 
production process via a control 
board; 1 ‘control board’ 2 ‘regu-
latory system’ 3 ‘tools’ 4 ‘prod-
ucts’
˅  ‘Schools and Institutions’ ˅  ‘Schools and Institutions’ ˅  ‘Unified spatial composition’
‘The chaotic growth of cities will be replaced 
by a dynamic system of urban settlement. 
This system will evolve out of an integrated 
and self-sufficient nucleus: the NUS. [...] 
Demographic expansion, including the rapid 
industrial transformation of territories rich in 
natural resources, as well as the never-end-
ing expansion in partly developed area and 
the tendency of heavy industry and scientific 
centers to take over vast land areas gives 
us reason to anticipate some unified form of 
urban environment, a form in which there is 
close interdependence of environmental ele-
ments (industrial, scientific, residential) and in 
which compact regions are created for their 
intensive development. [..] uniting the planet 
into a single system corresponding to a new 
kind of social organization and to the growing 
potential of modern technology.” 
Exported to Siberia
Looking at urban environments in Si-
beria we do find some of the spatial 
ideas realized- particularly the 
modern large scale housing struc-
tures in ‘NUS’-style, as well as de-
signs for circular or linear cities. 
The idea of the single system is 
visible as we find standard settle-
ments and towns that are recogniz-
ably similar to each other but still 
is not a ‘unified’ urban environment. 
The Communists’ idea relies entirely 
on the moment that once all will be 
changed and modified toward their 
system which explains the fragmented 
appearance now: the project was nev-
er finished. We do not know whether 
the project for a classless society 
would have succeeded with the help 
of the designs they propose; how-
ever, it is clear that the ideas did 
not reflect a complex understanding 
of society6. Siberian towns and cit-
ies suffer extremely today without 
public money. The built environment 
resembles showcase cities with radi-
cal but simplistic design ideas- 
which might be one of the reasons 
why they suffer, particularly 
since these urban environments do 
not respond intelligently to the 
extreme climate conditions.
The quest for Individuality
Going from a critique on the stan-
dardized way of building, Barburov 
et. al. try to initiate an appeal 
to designers for a more diverse 
environment. Many times the exist-
ing monotonous environment of cur-
rent practice (1960s) is commented 
on, and emphasized how it still is 
the architect’s/urbanist’s task to 
bring into the design a specific 
spatial solution. Their images of 
models show how they expect an 
architectural distinctness, con-
nection to nature or urbanistic 
solutions. However, the designs 
provided by Barburov + reveal a 
stunning similarity in plan to ex-
isting settlements.
Baburov and others illustrate how 
-sometimes simply, sometimes un-
clear- the architects with assumed 
power, create plans for a physi-
cal transformation that inaugurate 
the Communist vista for the future 
society. If we assume, that, for 
the moment, there are rational in-
tentions at hand that sketch this 
picture, we may see that it is 
just another proposal that tries 
to create spatial equality along 
its own paradigms, or, maybe, an 
aesthetic phenomenon of Modernity? 
However, tied to the totalitarian 
realities around it, phrases like 
‘shape social processes’ become 
inhumane attitudes to those who 
grew up in the West. 
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˄ fig. 26: Example for a linear arrangement
˅ fig. 27: Example for the compact arrangement
˅ The Community center of the NUS 
visualized
˅ The NUS’ appearance from far
Endnotes:
1 Before Stalin it was the Green City; under  
 Stalin (‘national in form, social in content’)  
 monumental buildings characterized  
 the inner city areas in the overall concept  
 of the ‘compact city’, which became 
 the Soviet ideal as a rejection to the  
 Western Athens Charta. Then under  
 Khrushchev and Brezhnew pre-fabrication  
 led to larger housing structures built  
 quicker due to technology’s influence.
2 See also AUTOMATON PRODUCT: in 
 the period of pre-fabrication, the struc 
 tures for communal space could be hardly  
 integrated into the housing slabs because  
 of differing spacial needs (size and room  
 height et.al.). Usually they were then  
 located in one-story structures next to  
 the living units, and sometimes too 
 easily remained un-built because there  
 were more expensive and not an integral  
 part of the pre-fabrication system. Time  
 and money constraints often compro 
 mised the thorough panning and building  
 of common and social infrastructure -  
 sometimes as much that only 50% of the  
 planned cultural and recreational instit 
 tions were built.
3  A city further discussed is Novokuznetsk,  
 see IDEOLOGICAL GRAVEYARD. For  
 further read, see Engel, B.: Public Space  
 in the Blue Cities (10)
4  Urban areas were defined along the  
 criteria for social interaction: a the  
 research complex b the residential com- 
 plex c the industrial complex.
5  Comparison: 4 square miles in the Phoe- 
 nix metro region, Arizona, host approxi- 
 mately 12.000 people.
6 Which neither did the American Dream.
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˄ fig. 28
Proposal for residential 
areas in A. Barburov’s ‘The 
Ideal Communist City’ (1968): 
1 Traditional centralized 
city: central area distant 
from nature 
2 Linear city, 1.5 km depth 
extends over 6 km and houses 
100.000 people: closeness to 
nature
3 Circular arrangement with 
central greenery: residential 
areas are linked to nature 
and close to the center
in Barburov, A.: The Ideal 
Communist City (2)
from ‘Industrialized Techniques 
in Housing’, USSR Moscow, 1963:
Production of apartments/year 
in the Soviet Union 
in 1953: 1.245.000
in 1962: 2.680.000
Constructing with large-panel 
blocks relieves human labor 
by 90%
1957 the first cassette modul 
was produced by Giprostri-
industria + the Building 
Equipment Research Insitute, 
resluting in models 1-464 
and 1605
Series 1-464A was produced 
in 12 standard designs for 
ordinary cliamte conditions 
to winter temperatures up to 
-40⁰C
Each block of apartments has 
one-, two-, and three-room 
single family flats. [...] 
The floor-to-floor height is 
2.7m [which males] 2.5 in the 
clear.
With these new additions to 
the type designs [up to 16 
floors height], it will be 
possible to put contrasting 
building types next to one 
another rather than groupp 
those of similar types in 
self-contained communities. 
As a result, the neighbor-
hood units will gain much 
in diversity and architec-
tural appearance.
The exterior walls are 
erected of room-size panels 
fabricated both sandwiched 
and solid, 250, 300 and 350 
mm thick, depending on the 
climatic conditions in a 
given area. [...] A sand-
wiched panel consists of an 
inside reinforced con-
crete slab 50mm thick and 
an outside cladding panel 
40mm thick (including the 
txtured layer), with the 
intermediate space filled 
with thermal insulation 
[...]. Wall panels leave 
the factory fully finished, 
complete with window and 
balcony wooden frames, 
already glazed and given a 
single coating of paint.
The interior walls are de-
signed to meet the standrad 
requiements for fire resis-
tence and sound reduction 
and are made in Grade 150 
oncrete 120mm thick.
The floor panels are solid 
flat slabs 100mm thick. 
[...] Where the florring 
material is linoleum on a 
soundproof base, the floor 
panels are 130mm thick, 
which is sufficient to re-
duce noise.
from ‘The Siberian Curse’, 
Cambridge, 2003:
Construction coast in Sibe-
rian climate are 50% more 
than in European Russia.
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 AUTOMATON PRODUCT 
The introduction of the typical prefabricated ele-
ment into Soviet housing construction produced 
a distinct aesthetic and altered the spatialization 
process of the socialist ideology. 
The large prefabricated element usually remained 
visible on the outside of a building compared to 
brick that was often covered by a plastered sur-
face.The exalted-classic monumentality of the 
Stalinist period through the ornament and neo-
classicistic building forms vanishes in the late 
1960s in favor of a functionalist expression of 
huge amounts of prefabricated elements stacked 
into humble volumetric arrangements.
˄ fig. 30: Prefabricated 
ceiling panel
˂ fig. 31: 6 types of ele-
ments form one house
source: www.world-housing.net
˄ fig. 32
Prefabricated wall panel
source: www.world-housing.net
˄ fig. 33
Junction element
source: www.world-housing.net
˂ fig. 35
Building construction under 
Stalin was labor intensive: 
990 bricks make a wall of 
2.5m x 2.7m
˃  fig. 34
Building construction under 
Khrushchev and later allowed 
for fast development: 990 
prefabricated panels of 2.5m 
x 2.7m make a housing struc-
ture of 10 floors, equals 90 
units of 25 sqm.
˄ fig. 28, 29
‘The type of crane used can 
also affect the spatial 
layout; [..] the radius of 
action of a crane capable 
of building on two sides 
simultaneously determines the 
distance between the blocks 
of housing.’
in Wagenaar, C. and Dings, 
M.: Ideals in Concrete (30)
FACT SHEET
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˄ fig. 36
‘Man and Machine’-diagram: 
Humans should be isolated from 
the production process via 
a control board; 1 ‘control 
board’ 2 ‘regulatory system’ 3 
‘tools’ 4 ‘products’
source: Barburov, A.: The Ide-
al Communist City (2)
˄ fig. 37
Illustration of functional 
division in the urban envi-
ronment
source: Barburov, A.: The Ideal 
Communist City (2)
˅ fig. 38
Development of housing 
structures in the 20th 
century
Self-proclaimed Communist planners and architects practicing un-
der the Soviet regime believed that transformation of the physical 
environment would shape the structure of society: the complete re-
furbishment of the urban space would enable the emergence of a 
Communist society.1 The way of constructing and designing settle-
ments and city centers was a part of the larger scope of territorial 
planning of the Soviet space. 
Simplified structure
One aspect of city design that suppressed spatial diversity on the 
small scale was the idea of functional division within a city2 (fig. 37, 
see p. 48/49 for a linear city arrangment). Particularly in Siberia, we 
find several groupings of structures with the same ‘code’ or topologi-
cal attributes3 arranged as to constitute a city. Proclaiming program-
matic and typological division within the urban environment as well 
as the propagation of the city as a machine are models that have 
a simplified version of society as their bases. Functional division in 
socialist planning leans on the idea that greater productivity can 
be achieved by simplifying the system -in this case the combina-
tion of city and industry or other economic production modes. As 
pro-diversification theorists argue4, a formal simplifying process may 
increase resource intensity but reduces complexity within societies. 
Thus the ubiquitously planned city and economy during the Soviet 
regime has simplified the structure of society and makes it therefore 
more vulnerable to large-scale disruptions such as the political crash 
of 1991 and the end of the industrialization era.  
Colonizing with prefabrication
 COLONIZING WITH PREFABRICATED ELEMENTS
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Constructive Imprescision 
University Campus in Novokuznetsk, 
Kuzbass region, Sibiria
photograph taken Jan/2011
   AUTOMATON PRODUCT
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fig. 39: Functional model of 
N. Milyutin’s linear city + 
aerial: as experiments radi-
cal city designs were liter-
ally implemented
Linear city arrangement
in Leninsk-Kuznetsky, Siberia
source: google earth
 COLONIZING WITH PREFABRICATED ELEMENTS
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Individuality
In early Stalinist years, the architecture of dwellings and public 
buildings was eclectically represented in neoclassical forms and or-
naments- possibly because this style was most effective in creating 
sincerity. Public spaces like plazas and infrastructural objects were 
immense in size, grandiose in style and, most importantly, were 
propagated as property that belonged to everyone. The meaning 
of these spaces became a particular one by the idea of shared 
property: the magnitude of these open areas paired with the kitsch 
power-buildings like Stalin’s sisters signified both power over a pop-
ulation as well as the collective superiority of the Soviet Union over 
the rest of the world. 
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Overview of housing blocks 
of 5-6 story brick buildings 
in Novokuznetsk
photograph taken Jan/2011
990 bricks make a 
wall of 2.5m x 2.7m
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˄˄ Moscow metro station 
~1930
source: internet
˄    Novosibirsk metro 
station built ~1950. 
One of the best-known and most appreciated products of Soviet 
‘good public space for all’ is the Moscow metro (see images left): 
huge interior spaces, spiked with statues and golden frescoes. 
However, Moscow and St. Petersburg must not be seen as ex-
emplary to urban space, particularly when looking at towns and 
settlements beyond the Urals, or even only outside of Moscow.5 
Many of the Siberian cities were founded and constructed after 
the 1930s for resource exploitation (fig. 38). Usually they needed 
to be established rapidly so that the population working in these 
industries could move there. However, the construction of dwellings 
could not keep up with the growing demand for labor and conse-
quent migration to the city. Soon it became clear that building out 
of brick was too slow and too labor intensive to accommodate the 
fast process of extraction in these areas.6 Often, if only temporar-
ily, individual family units had to be shared. The state enforced this 
by the nationalization of private property and determining people’s 
location; private space was replaced by crowded apartments by 
the 1950s7. This process can be seen as a by-product of inefficient 
planning, but it later became a tool that minimized private space, 
and consequently - particularly due to its ideological implications 
- maximized individual interaction in the public sphere8. However, 
following Stalin’s death in 1953 the unsanitary housing situation of 
crammed small units demanded that the state reinstitute individual 
private space. As soon as prefabrication allowed a much faster and 
less labor intensive way of constructing housing, more space for 
individual units could be made (see fig. 34 on fact sheet). This can 
be seen as one of many steps towards an erosion of the spatial 
Communist project: always seen as one big apparatus that shares 
one and the same space, individuality, although represented in 
over-sized housing slabs and towers, was introduced again; still not 
to be understood as a self-deterministic process that includes the 
formation of private property but assigned by the state.
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Building construction under 
Khrushchev and later allowed 
for fast development: 990 
prefabricated panels of 2.5m 
x 2.7m make a housing struc-
ture of 10 floors, equals 90 
units of 25 sqm.
Prefabricated housing with 
ornaments 
in Novokuznetsk, Siberia
photograph taken Jan/2011
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Production and aesthetic
The introduction of the typical prefabricated element into Soviet 
housing construction produced a distinct aesthetic and altered the 
spatialization process of the socialist ideology. 
The large prefabricated element usually remained visible on the 
outside of a building; compared to brick that was often covered 
by a plastered surface.The exalted-classic monumentality of the 
Stalinist period through the ornament and neoclassic building 
forms -seen even in housing- vanishes in the late 1960s in fa-
vor of a functionalist expression of huge amounts of prefabricated 
elements stacked into humble volumetric arrangements. Though 
often much larger in size, these buildings lose one side of monu-
mentality: somehow the elements display small individual parts of 
a larger, imprecise form that neither negotiates an enabling power 
of a society nor reminds of the meaning of the larger idea. The 
settlement arrangements and crude visibility of ‘stacked individu-
als’ -at least to a European eye- create an image that appears like 
a bad or non-designed constructivist project, careless and inhu-
mane in expression.
The prefabricated element, being fast in production, was the key to 
colonizing territory on a large scale. Integrating and heavily relying 
on this sort of production of urban space meant a dissolution from 
in-situ construction9 and limited the flexibility for design10.11 Often 
the formal requirements of communal spaces next to the housing 
towers - large glass facades for connecting to the outside, assem-
bly halls with a higher ceiling - could not be fulfilled with the one 
and same prefabricated element. The Communist regime facing 
economic difficulties often resulted in either reducing the amount 
of communal space in these settlements or even building entire 
settlements without them: the translation of Socialist ideology into 
space starts to become inconsequent. At the same time, since 
construction elements could be imported into very remote regions 
whose climatic conditions would make in-situ construction difficult 
or even impossible, the development of territory could advance ex-
tremely fast. The introduction of the prefabricated element reduced 
the pool of means for construction to a couple of elements that 
are repeated uncountably in the large territory. This method of pro-
duction paired with a miscalculated economy clearly lead to poor 
accomplishment and disregarded some spatial key elements for 
the socialist environment. Although the housing towers and slabs 
follow their own ideal plan - view and nature12 - their actual physi-
cal conditions are ideologically by-products of the greater plans for 
industrialization and productivity. 
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˅ fig. 40
Mass production of construction components
source: USSR: Industrialized Techniques in Hous-
ing (29)
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The prefabricated element and its use are revealed ostensibly in 
the aesthetic condition of the urban environment. The repetitive 
arrangement of elements into forms that can not be identified with 
a design idea - neoclassic, modern - make them appear diffuse 
and monotonous at the same time: a washed landscape of large 
scale houses. The aesthetic of facades of housing structures in the 
urban landscape lay close to an interpretation of society’s structure 
or production method13, and it is shocking to the foreign eye but 
vernacular to its residents.  
Superficial changes
Large parts of the Siberian urban environment consist of post-war 
prefabricated dwellings. Mass produced construction elements 
were imported from central Russia and allowed for the rapid devel-
opment of access to the Siberian resources. These elements were 
neither appropriate for the climate conditions in the cold regions14, 
nor did the standard arrangement of buildings and the unit layouts 
comfort the harsh conditions by, for example, more space and 
indoor public space. Today, dwellings are still constructed by mass 
produced elements that may feature more thermally insulating ma-
terials and windows- but the building design has rarely changed15. 
A trend in the architectural style of contemporary  building design is 
to visually break down the bulky appearance with alternating color 
schemes of the facade16. This initiates a first step towards under-
standing the masses of huge blocks as problematic but does not 
tackle the other problems associated with it. Adding color changes 
the building on the outside -albeit unsuccessfully- but does not 
engage in arranging the social and individual spaces toward more 
intelligent or higher quality living space.
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The point of alteration
The ideological framework that produced the ornamented public 
space and some grand infrastructures altered when the era of 
mass production started. Typically, standard and prefabricated 
components of construction and apartment layouts determined 
the physical environment that the Socialist society should live 
in, particularly in Siberia17, and was justified by propagating it as 
equal space and opportunities for everyone. Khrushchev, in his 
address in 1957, complains about Moscow’s housing ‘palaces’ 
to have ‘excessive ornamentation’18 and calls for a more produc-
tive deployment of resources that can create more dwelling. To-
day, globally the prefabricated element is in use to allow for an 
economical way of building - almost any type of construction el-
ement can be prefabricated today - but some Russian factories 
still run the lines of production19 which leads them to the same 
designs as 20 or even 50 years ago. Today, there is no ideo-
logical framework identifiable that guides the ideals for housing 
design: buildings change towards a more chic and modern ap-
pearance but the multi-apartment block and towers are still the 
same size and arrangement within the city or settlement. 
Endnotes:
1  see BOOK REVIEW: THE IDEAL COMMUNIST CITY
2  see BOOK REVIEW: THE IDEAL COMMUNIST CITY and for further  
 read Engel, B.: Public Space in the Blue Cities (10)
3  see MONTAGED PATCHES
4  This is taken from a rural argument: Dahlberg, K. A.: Renewing an   
 Agriculture of the Middle, p.23 (6)
5  Siberia was and still is a colony to a Russian state with its 
 center in Moscow. The state’s emphasis on the center came to 
 at the expense of its regions beyond the Ural mountains; these   
 remote parts of the country were quickly pushed to the state’s   
 spatial and ideological peripheries and they remain so today. 
 This observation is criticall to understanding the 
 architectural conditions of center and periphery: we find 
 concentrated Stalin’s sisters, the magnificient metro stations, 
 grand public squares and streets surrounded by monumental   
 structures in Moscow, whereas in Siberian towns, especially 
 those founded or expanded from the 1930s on, we find less and    
 smaller copies of Moscovite architectures and public space, paired   
 with the ‘ideal city design’ and fashionable housing structures of the  
 time. Moscow and communist leaders saw themselves as the impe  
 rial center to the large territory and proved this by concentrating   
 all elitist and pompously designed objects in the center; in Siberia,   
 we find a monotonous landscape created by ‘imperial architectures
6  See further: Engel, B.: Public Space in the Blue Cities (10)
7  Engel, B.: Public Space in the Blue Cities, p. 170 (10)
8  The idea of common private space emerged long before 
 the revolution: we can read unrest and protest against society’s   
 compulsions in Dosojevsky as early as 1866 in ‘Verbrechen und   
 Strafe’.
9  The posibility to refrain from in-situ construction was welcome 
 as in the Northern regions of Siberia, construction periods were   
 limited to a short time in the year. Prefabricated elements could be   
 constructed elsewhere and imported and then assembled in a short  
 time.
10  Engel, B.: Public Space in the Blue Cities (10)
11   It did at the time but today prefabrication has evolved into a high   
 end production process. Simply due to minimizing production 
 cost the variety of prefabricated elements remained small in the   
 Soviet regime. 
12  see figs. 20 and 21, p.40, in BOOK REVIEW: THE IDEAL COMMUNIST  
 CITY
13    Angelil, M.: Indizien zur Politischen Okonomie Urbaner Territorien/ Los  
 Angeles, Schatten im Paradies (1)
14  see USSR: Industrialized Techniques in Housing (29). The variety of   
 prefabricated panels was limited to three thicknesses of panels. The  
 thickest panel consists of only 30cm diameter.
15  Facade changed but plans are still the same- see JOURNAL REVIEW:  
 PROEJCT RUSSIA/housing
16  see JOURNAL REVIEW: PROEJCT RUSSIA/ Housing
17  There are many examples of distinct and spatially complex designed  
 Soviet projects in Russia as well as in the formerly annexed states (see  
 Chaubin, F.: CCCP), however, in this case we are looking at Siberian  
 cities and landscapes that received different treatment at the time as  
 well as now.
18  Wagenaar, C. and Dings, M.:  Ideals in Concrete, p.127 (30)
19  see Goldhoorn, B.: Project Russia/Housing (15)
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Artist profile: Andrey Chernov
Andrey Chernov is a Novosibirsk based ar-
chitect and reflects on current conditions 
in Siberia, ideas and aesthetics of his own 
work. Andrey was born in 1959 and re-
ceived his education from the Novosibirsk 
Institute for Engineering and Construction, 
where he specialized in Town Planning. 
He calls himself a free artist and also is a 
member of the Russian Union of Architects. 
He has had various exhibitions in Russia, 
architecture and art. His own dacha, that 
The big apparatus
In Socialist Realism, art and politics have 
been closely related to space-making. In 
the unity of the three we find the totally, 
ideologically determined space produced 
under Stalin. Just coming out of the Tsarist 
regime after 1917, the artists of the Russian 
Avant-garde were- just as political thinkers- 
interested in generating something new. In 
the beginning, the Bolshevik regime fos-
tered the artists’ movement, and the artists 
believed that the new communist regime 
would be a supporter of the Avant-gardist 
movement. Under Stalin, however, political 
claims for functionalist art challenged the 
theoretical tenets of the Avant-garde, which 
lead to the dissolution of all artist groups in 
1932 into artist unions.
By consuming the arts as an imaginary tool 
of propaganda, the state was able to design 
a consummate project for its people and 
ascribed the path of development for so-
ciety, economy, and culture. Not only were 
artists ‘subsumed’ by the political power, 
but architects and town planning agencies 
STATE / ECONOMY / ARTIST / MEDIA LOCAL
PRIVATE COLLECTIVE OPEN
‘PUBLIC’
REPRESENTATION
fig. 41
authority/artist/space 
in Socialist Realism
Propaganda Train
image: Kopp, A.: Town and Revolution (21)
STATE ECONOMY ART
MEDIA 
LOCAL
PRIVATE OPEN
‘PUBLIC’
REPRESENTATION
fig. 42
authority/artist/space 
after 1992
he designed and built himself, was pub-
lished in New Wooden, a book that col-
lects contemporary projects constructed of 
wood.
In this section Andrey Chernova gives de-
scriptions of the projects displayed as well 
as sometimes polemic and emotional an-
swers to questions that no less give insight 
into the mentality and identity of those who 
already lived under the Soviet regime. 
were also held to exclusively produce cities 
and housing that followed the ideology of 
Stalin’s Five Year Plan. 
Today
Today the freedom of the artist and other 
critical professions in Russia still seems 
limited: stories of a government that as-
sassinates journalists and imprisons activ-
ist artists frequently appear on the news. 
However, officially the big apparatus is dis-
solved, and artists are independently looking 
to find new ideas to construct their environ-
ment. The role of the artist in envisioning the 
urban space is becoming more and more 
important today, particularly in Western 
countries, but also in post-Soviet societies 
of the formerly annexed states. Skimming 
the Siberian urban environment for ‘public 
art’ one sees little to no artist’s or activist 
presence; neither in murals, actions or pro-
gressive shopfront design. It seems that the 
artists today, similar to those who were not 
associated with Socialist Realism, remain 
Andrey Chernov
image: courtesy the artist
‘underground’. There are strong networks 
between artist groups and intellectuals - but 
their formation always carries a vaguely 
conspiratorial note and therefore inevitably 
shuts out the masses. Fortunately I could 
meet with the artist Andrey Chernov and an 
artist group called ‘The Blue Noses’ on my 
short visit and was introduced to their world 
for two days.
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‘This  is a non-heated large garage, I 
transformed it into a studio. I had to use 
insulation from the inside. And aluminum 
foil (as a vapor proof barrier) gave it a sort  
of cosmic looks... this is cheap, too. And 
reflects infrared  irradiation. Everything is 
simple! I did all of it in just a month. It has 
two floors.’
это  неотапливаемый капитальный 
гараж , переоборудовал в мастерскую . 
пришлось утеплитель  изнутри делать) 
а алюминиевая фольга  (пароизоляция) 
придала некий космический вид…
это еще и дешево) и отражает 
инфракрасное излучение) все просто! Я 
за месяц все сделал….там два этажа)
Projects / проекты
˄ His dacha
source: courtesy the artist
˂ His work space: a refurbished 
garage
source: courtesy the artist
гараж 
(rus.: ‘Garage’)
E.S.: In some images of your work is 
noticeable a constructivist aesthetic- how 
would you position yourself within the 
Russian art/architecture scene, and which 
artists/architects or other individuals have 
influenced your work? What is the ideo-
logical background for you?
E.S.: В некоторых изображениях 
Ваших работ ясно просматриваются 
конструктивистские течения – как бы 
Вы охарактеризовали себя на сцене 
русского искусства/архитектуры 
и какие художники/архитекторы 
повлияли на Вашу работу? Что для Вас 
идеологические основы? 
A.C.: I very much love Jacob Chernova. I 
like its works. And Leonidov. And in gen-
eral, all Russian constructivism, perhaps 
the beginnings of the last century. Novosi-
birsk an industrial city. Constructivism suits 
it. Its style - industrial.
A.C.: Я очень люблю Якова чернихова 
..мне нравятся его работы. И леонидов 
И вообще,весь русский конструктивизм  
,пожалуй начала прошлого века. 
новосибирск  индустриальный город. 
конструктивизм ему подходит. Его стиль 
- промышленный .
Questions / Вопросы
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E.S.: How has the staying away of the 
post-modernist phase during the Soviet 
Regime influenced or determined the path 
for art/architecture today in Russia?
E.S.: Как нахождение вдали от пост-
модернистского периода во время 
Совесткого режима определило путь 
развития искусства/архитектуры в 
России?
A.C.: Style can be classified as a pomp-
ous and grandiose Stalin empire style 
which [then] was replaced by Khruschev’s 
minimalism (which is struggle against exu-
berant decoreation in architecture) . and 
then Brezhnev’s … something inbetween 
or average, it isn’t clear what, neither clas-
sics nor avant-guard.  Bad altogether! And 
everywhere standard projects of typical 
houses - one and the same house all over 
the country. So nobody needed architec-
ture [to build housing]: the architecture 
wasn’t necessary at all … there was some 
decoration but it was something very ugly. 
[Like this], the country has fallen out of the 
world context becasue this beauty was 
ordered and approved by political people 
who belonged to the communist party; 
which were poorly educated.
A.C.: Стиль можно классифицировать 
как  пышный и помпезный 
сталинский ампир, который сменился 
хрущевским минимализмом ( борьба с 
излишествами .декором в архитектуре 
происходила) а затем  брежневский…
тут нечто среднее, непонятно что , ни 
классика ни авангард.. уже плохо все!  
и повсеместно типовые проекты домов 
- один дом по всей стране. архитектура 
не нужна была совсем… декор был 
но это что то ужасное страна выпала 
из мирового контекста потому как 
утверждали и заказывали  «красоту» 
парт работники ,мало образованные 
люди.
E.S.: There is also noticeable a slightly 
ironic or joky notion to the formal expres-
sion, for example, your dacha as the high-
est point in the village and the aeronautic 
garage- what do you want to comment 
with this? And is this typical for contempo-
rary Russian art scene?
E.S.: Примечательны несколько 
ироничные или шуточные стороны 
формального изображения: например, 
Ваша Дача – это самый высокая точка 
деревни и космический гараж – что Вы 
хотели сказать этим?
A.C.: Nothing was wanted … just becasue 
there is a good viewpoint from the tower 
onto the river- and viewpoints are very 
important, aren’t they? Pleasantry for an 
eye! [Like] the garage already explained, 
it is just insulation -just bare function - I 
played with it. [Inside] the garage I adore 
the view, too. Like in the woods. But this 
is the center of the city!
A.C.: Это типично для русского 
искусства (например, синие носы)   
ничего не хотел…незнаю просто  
наверху на башне вид на реку 
открывается . а это очень важно 
видовые точки , разве не так ? 
приятность для глаза ! а гараж  -я 
уже писал просто утеплитель голая 
функция . обыграл просто . там, в 
гараже вид из окна тоже обожаю. как в 
лесу . а это самый центр города!
E.S.: Following up on the conversation 
we had in Novosibirsk on energy and 
wood construction: what challenges in 
town planning and architectural design do 
you see in general and pursue person-
ally?
E.S.: В продолжение нашего 
разговора в Новосибирске на тему 
энергоснабжения и строительства из 
дерева: какие проблемы планирования 
и архитектурного дизайна Вы видите в 
целом и стараетесь решить лично?
A.C.: In Novosibirsk it is a problem. SIBI-
RENERGO has the monopoly [over the 
energy production]. For them, it is profit-
able to sell energy. That is why the less 
energy efficient houses are, the bigger 
profit there is. And [somehow] I under-
stand that. And also, wooden construction 
is not very popular here, which is strange. 
A wooden house might be the most 
ecological, but it is not profitable for de-
velopers. In Russia, everything is [done] 
wrong! Without caring enough for the out-
come. Done через жопу [rus.:=through 
the ass]! Russia!
A.C.: В Новосибирске это проблема 
..монополист «сибирьэнерго» .ему 
выгодно  продавать энергию..поэтому 
чем хуже дома по энергосбережению- 
тем больше прибыль..это мне 
понятно..и еще..деревянное 
строительство  тут не  популярно..
странно ..деревянный дом – самый 
экологичный. Значит , невыгодно  
девелоперам)))0 у нас все через жопу! 
Тоесть .все неправильно. Это росссия! 
E.S.: Can you describe the artist’s posi-
tion in today’s Russian society? What 
influences do artists have on the design 
of public spaces?
E.S.: Не могли бы Вы описать позицию 
художника в современной России? 
Какое влияние художники имеют на 
дизайн общественных пространств?
A.C.: None! Artists don’t have any influ-
ence on the public space. In Russia, 
design is understood differently from what 
the rest of the world understands of it. 
There are no designers here, so there are 
not trained here! There is education but 
profressors are being selected form the 
most mediocre people; and the selection 
is being made by Soviet type of old folks. 
Shop-window type of the worst. USSR! 
City officials order the design and their 
tastes are from centuries ago.
A.C.: Никакого! Здесь под словом 
дизайн понимают совсем не то что 
весь мир…дизайнеров тут нет .. их 
не готовят! Обучение –есть…только 
профессоров набирают из самых 
бездарных старики советского типа…
оформители витрин. СССР .. городские 
чиновники заказывают дизайн…а у них 
вкусы позапрошлого века)
E.S.: How has your work and practice 
changed after the Soviet Union collapsed 
in 1991?
E.S.: Как Ваша работа изменилась 
после распада советстого союза в 
1991?
A.C.: After ‘91 everything changed. And 
after 2000 as well. The bureaucrats got 
stronger- they are the wealthiest in the 
city, corruption is terrible! There is one big 
difficulty: people like me are not needed 
here in Novosibirsk, probably in Moscow 
but here is ‘Taiga’. Obscurity in peopl’s 
souls! I tried so many times [to change 
something]; maybe in 40 years, [some-
thing] could happen gradually. There is lot 
of descent design on the internet. Gradu-
ally the young will become consumers but 
they have to grow up still [but growing up 
around these terrible things!] You could 
just demolish them right now! Bad aesthet-
ics spoil people, morally cripples them. It 
is destructive! The environment where you 
live should be beautiful first of all!
A.C.: после 91  все поменялось 
.  и после 2000 тоже …чиновники 
укрепились  самые богатые люди 
в городе – коррупция страшная!а 
трудности в одном…такие как я здесь 
не нужны абсолютно! В Новосибирске. 
В Москве может  ..а здесь тайга! В 
душах  у людей мрак! ))) я много 
раз пытался  …может лет через 40? 
Постепенно  люди в Интернете  много 
приличного дизайна молодые станут  
потребителями..но им еще вырасти 
надо..а вокруг строят такое!….хоть 
сейчас сносить))) плохая эстетика 
портит людей –калечит . это вредно! 
Среда обитания должна быть красивой 
прежде всего))
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всякая хуйня 
(rus.: everyone хуйня 
[strong lanfguage])
This is an object that consists of three 
letters. The word HUI is probably the most 
famous curse word. The symbol of fallus.. 
and at the same time the arc of triumph. 
Another name - “the lord of the flies”  
because Hui  is a curse, taboo. But [it] is 
more complicated than that. This is an old 
slavic word, a sacred word.. much is writ-
ten about it; t was used in pagan rites.
этот обект  состоящий из трех русских 
букв. это  слово ХУЙ  самое наверное 
известное слово. символ фаллоса…и 
одновременно  триумфальная арка) 
еще одно название-« повелитель 
мух» потому что хуй- ругательство, 
табуированное слово. но все сложнее…
это слово древнее славянское    и  
сакральное ….про него тоже много 
написано. Использовалось в обрядах 
языческих.
˄ renderings
source: courtesy the artist
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This is a competition project. The tower of 
continuous construction. I used the images 
of circles for the fields in it. There are lots 
of them on the Internet. I don’t know what 
they are for. I thought if I reproduce them 
in my material, this will be a response to 
aliens (these circles [could be] left by an 
UFO) or maybe [it] is just an art object. 
[An] artifact? This is something like the 
Tower of Babel and the World Life Tree at 
the same time.. Life is as mysterious and 
hard to understand as these circles in the 
grass.
это конкурсный проект .башня 
непрерывного строительства. я 
использовал в нем изображения «кругов 
на полях» их много в Интернете. 
неизвестно зачем они…я подумал, что 
если воспроизвести их в материале, 
это будет ответ инопланетянам( может 
это UFO) а может просто арт –объект? 
Артефакт? Это типа вавилонской 
башни и одновременно мировое дерево 
жизни…жизнь также непонятна и 
загадочна  как и круги на траве.
башня мира 
(rus.: world tower)
˄ renderings
source: courtesy the artist
fig. 43: The ‘New Ur-
ban Settlement’ (NUS) 
in ‘The Ideal Communist 
City’: a radial ar-
rangement of housing, 
schools, cultural cen-
ters, sport areas that 
separates highway from 
pedestrian movement.
source: Barburov, A. ‘The 
Ideal Communist City’ (2)
fig. 44: ‘Primary resi-
dential unit’ 
source: Barburov, A. ‘The 
Ideal Communist City’ (2)
‘A settlement conventional-
ly includes its constructed 
facilities such as roads, 
enclosures, field systems, 
boundary banks and ditches, 
ponds, parks and woods, 
wind and water mills, manor 
houses, moats and churches.’ 
source: The Medievel research 
group, http://www.britarch.
ac.uk/msrg/msrgpolicy.htm
‘Everyone has a dacha.’ 
Andrei Golovin, 2011
Def.: settlement
A hierarchical distinc-
tion between the city and 
residential areas outside 
the city in Russian plan-
ning jargon is created 
through the word ‘settle-
ments’. Settlements con-
tain a standard amount of 
communal facilities. Also, 
settlement has a colonial, 
almost temporal character 
that makes it less associ-
ated to its environment and 
more to cities or villages. 
Settlement here is not seen 
as a part of the city, it 
is seen more as a category 
for a residential area that 
is neither city, village 
nor town.
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fig. 45: Different types of housing on mul-
tiple floors with bilateral orientation with 
wide windows, in ‘The Ideal Communist City’: 
1. floor for small children with access to 
garden, 2.+3. floor for students, upper floor 
for adults with ‘wide horizons visible from 
windows’.
source: Barburov, A. ‘The Ideal Communist City’ 
(2)
SPLIT HABITAT
The division of everyday life content via spatially 
separated containers created physical conditions 
that today enforces a dual habitat between the da-
cha and the Soviet multiple-apartment buildings. 
Large scale decay: little individual capital and 
large housing housing structures inhibit the cul-
tural adaption to the new economic model. 
Typical Siberian dacha 
typology
source: internet
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Looking at the landscape of settlements and cities that have been 
built or expanded for resource exploitation in Siberia during the 
Soviet regime, we find housing towers, high-rise slabs and blocks 
omnipresent, sometimes sparked by 19th century, usually empty, 
single family homes. Under Stalin pre-existing town centers next to 
resource deposits were erased and rebuilt; in the late Soviet period, 
newly founded cities became experimental ground for town plan-
ning along often simplistic ideals1. Where the ideas might have been 
honorable in the ideological sense2 and put aside whether these on 
the design level deliver what is verbalized, their actual implementa-
tion and realization was often deficient3. Frequently the economical 
way of building changed original design, usually compromising the 
realization of exactly those cultural facilities that help make it a col-
lectively lived society. 
Decay
A ubiquitous difficulty poses the currently dilapidated housing struc-
tures4 that have been built in the last fifty years. In Moscow, for 
example, these ‘old’ structures - particularly when located in areas 
that promise good value for new developments - are often subject 
to demolition as to provide new territory for e.g. luxury dwellings5, 
whereas in regions where the economy suffers from the breakdown 
of the Soviet-Union, these buildings remain in bad shape because 
there is no economic pressure on the lot. If people can leave the 
buildings become vacant, or sometimes remaining inhabitants take 
over vacant space. Men more or less easily adapt to constraining 
environments: before the individual units became popular again they 
had to share very little space (multiple families in Stalin-type apart-
ments). Since 1992, there is officially the freedom to own land and 
property. In theory, no one is ‘forced’ anymore to stay in the typical, 
standard apartments. It begs the question: why are they not chang-
ing their condition?
[Permanent]
City blocks and settlements are permanent in a sense as they are in-
habited most of the year- as compared to dachas that serve only for 
a couple of months in summer. They are also more permanent in the 
sense that heavy construction as well as typology create economic 
obstacles in the process of privatization. Both individual capital and 
compactness of buildings allow only little self-induced modification, 
e.g. expansion, which makes whole settlements and cities look like 
Split Habitat
one vast decaying landscape. The challenge of simultaneously cre-
ating ownership and legal responsibility for the large pieces of open 
and public land is unresolved: people may own apartments but the 
responsibility for keeping the structures intact, and therefore the aes-
thetic of the outside lies with the municipality that lacks funding for 
maintaining them. These settlements, formerly parts within the ‘old’ 
system that divided functions of everyday life (leisure from work 
from living)6, are challenged by new claims that are made on the 
individual unit. With the communal facilities reduced to streets and 
the large oppressing plazas lacking the programmed political and 
recreational activities, the individual units fail to be flexible enough 
to accommodate the latter within private space, and thus do not see 
transformation. Though it seems obvious that the fall of the Berlin 
Wall in 1992 inaugurated an abrupt shift from collective to individual 
ownership, the blighted state of Soviet housing suggests that decay 
began long ago. It is rather the gradual shift, probably initiated by 
Stalin’s death, towards more individuality and openness for Western 
economies that early on inhibited the structures from staying intact.7
The Dacha
When we look at late Soviet housing typologies, the idea of a da-
cha makes a lot of sense: a necessary compensation to the often 
crammed and polluted city environment. Almost every Russian family 
has a dacha: a piece of land outside the city, popped with a fam-
ily home or a simple shed, where they spend a major part of their 
summer, re-unite as families and friends, and grow food. However, 
the dacha idea is not a Soviet one, and ostensibly so, since a piece 
of private land or even production was against the principles of col-
lective farming. The dacha is more to be seen as something that 
persisted through the Soviet period. 
Dacha in Russian means ‘something given’, and first appeared in the 
18th century, when Peter the Great rewarded loyal vassals by giving 
them a piece of land8. At that time, dachas were elaborate wooden 
houses typically with multiple rooms that allowed for festivities to 
take place. It became the place for cultural activities, academic talk 
and the enjoyment of closeness to nature. 
This tradition has been carried on through time and dachas became 
a privilege for a few aristocrats in the population; however, with the 
rise of industrialization, average wealth grew and enabled the middle 
class to acquire them. After the Bolshevik Revolution in 1917, most of 
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‘gift’, a priority feature, and made into a survival kit for everyone. 
Today, with the privatization of land in progress, the houses and 
pieces of land transform again. In this case, with an eye on the West 
as it longs for the ornamental garden, the single home in the preva-
lent (see above) style and the possession of property, privatization 
of land comes along with spatial transformations. While these seem 
stylistic alterations -externally- we see that, through being upgraded 
to the standard of a permanent residence and non-productive gar-
dens, they become a lateral biproduct of an ideological change that 
reflects the desires of the capitalist, free economy. 
The Siberian dacha
Siberian dachas were mostly built under the Soviet regime which 
explains their simple constructions and allotments that allow for ag-
riculture. Particularly in Siberia, the dacha formed a crucial part in 
a system of everyday life with multi-apartment dwellings, food pro-
duction and cultural activity on the countryside: the summer at the 
dacha compliments harsh winters when there is only little space in 
the small apartments.  Now that the dacha’s use and form transform 
alongside Western ideals -and similar in meaning to pre-Soviet da-
chas- they become less so an integral part of the old system. Adap-
tation towards the single family home, especially into up-scale luxury 
units, happens more rapidly in the regions West of the Urals. The 
urban condition in Siberian cities has yet to formally change much 
from Soviet times; and since the multi-apartment dwellings have not 
been challenged by a new ideological framework13, the dacha con-
sequently has not been either.
Split Habitat
The change happens with the smallest parts of the settlement sys-
tem, the dacha and pre-Soviet single family houses, which trans-
form into typical suburban homes. Seeing the dacha -the temporary 
residence- and the settlements -the permanent residence- as a dual 
system of splitting up the habitual space suggests that the transfor-
mation of one automatically affects the use of the other. The dacha 
that transforms into a place of leisure takes away one stream of 
production from everyday life. Growing food goes out of fashion and 
is, where possible, replaced by other economic models of earning 
money that require flexibility of the inhabited space. Small housing 
units cannot accommodate the contemporary combination of work 
the dacha plots were nationalized and dacha construction became 
legally limited9. However, the possibility to escape the urban environ-
ment as well as to provide for oneself remained a strong desire or, 
rather, necessity so that dacha settlements continued to emerge un-
officially on unoccupied land. Those unofficial dachas were usually 
reduced to the absolute minimum with barely a wooden structure to 
cover the agricultural tools. Dachas were still considered as cultural 
places and neighborliness but had become less bourgeois.
With the centrally planned agricultural system failing to provide 
enough fresh produce for the population10, dachas and the land to 
grow food became essential to surviving these shortages. At that 
point, the Soviet government had no choice but to accept the neces-
sity for individual farming, softening regulations. In 1955, the right to 
permanent use of land for gardening was established, and in 1958 
new legislation even allowed the erection of a small house11 on the 
land that was leased from the government. By the 1980s, virtually 
everyone had access to a piece of land with a dacha- sometimes 
better or worse equipped. It is remarkable that the idea of individual 
parcels, so strange to the idea of the collective, becomes the key 
figure around which the failure of the collective could persist. 
Today, with the Western cultural influence inhibited from entering, 
Russians that do not see the necessity to grow food themselves use 
the dacha as a pure holiday home that, if possible, contains all the 
luxury that an urban single family residence would provide. If there 
was work closer to dacha settlements, people would move for more 
space and comfort than the small apartments in the housing towers 
provide: usually they could not afford to build a detached home in 
the city so they sought suburban environments. This phenomenon 
is not unknown: the Russian version of the American Dream. The 
dacha, closest in scale to the American suburban home is most eas-
ily adapted to that style; it is also clear that the fabric that would be 
physically transformed earliest is the dacha- because it is the small-
est piece of land that can be transformed by individual capital. It is 
the fabric that first displays a change in ideology12. 
The dacha’s first meaning - a present for special rewards of loyalty 
- was despised after the revolution. By the end of the Soviet period, 
the dacha took on a new meaning: it became a useful part in the 
system of collectiveness that produced polluted environments and 
failed to feed people. It had been de-ideologized of being a territorial 
˅ Dacha near St. Petersburg, D. 
Burliuk (1882-1967)
source: http://www.artvalue.com
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and living into one and the same space. The Soviet housing condi-
tion provides a minimal space for rest and night-stay while other 
activities (work, culture, leisure) happen at the industrial farms, the 
communal centers and nature. 
It is not in the nature of the Russian system to re-use, re-furbish or 
even re-think existing structures which is proven on many layers14. 
Soon many large housing structures will become uninhabitable creat-
ing a great demand for providing new private space. There will be an 
urgent need to re-think the models of planning, and it needs to be 
seen as an opportunity to re-invent typologies and the re-use of the 
existing ones, if possible.  
Canvas
The dacha settlements and Tsarist village fabrics are ‘easy canvas-
es’ for transformation: the structure for individual parcels in Western 
style is set, and physical transformations are unproblematic. The 
dacha is a light structure on a mostly rectangular, slim parcel. The 
house or shed is easily removed and replaced by a profitable de-
velopment. Transformations happen in two ways: a former dacha 
becomes a fully equipped temporary or even permanent residence15, 
or land with Tsarist family homes in ancient villages are converted 
into contemporary holiday homes whose surroundings reveal little of 
the former agricultural tradition.
Compared to the settlement structures of dachas and single family 
homes, the Soviet housing slabs pose greater physical and econom-
ical obstacles for any kind of adaptation. They are ‘terrained can-
vases’16, coarsely granulated, that demand a certain transformative 
power. For Russians, it is unclear how to make this change without 
going back to a totalitarian state. 
Endnotes:
1  See BOOK REVIEW: THE IDEAL COMMUNIST CITY: for simplistic city  
 ideals.
2   Engel, B.: Public Space in the Blue Cities (10)
3   See AUTOMATON PRODUCT
4  Mostly prefabricated housing structures were built in the cheapest pos 
 sible way and have a shorter life period than, for example, brick build 
 ings.
5  This process is not accompanied by any regulatory mechanism that  
 provides an alternative for those who lived there before. source: former  
 work experience in Moscow.
6  Settlements: E. Fuehr in his introduction essay to Heidegger’s Building  
 and dwelling (14) mentions that in the last two decades of the 20th   
 century, theoreticians and urbanists discuss increasingly about the 
 ‘city’ instead of ‘dwelling settlements’ coming up with J. Jacobs and  
 others. Heidegger himself develops an understanding of dwelling that  
 goes beyond pure inhabiting: the matter of the ‘genius loci’ and the act  
 of building that is so closely related to dwelling. The Soviets entirely dis 
 miss this discussion of humans building, dwelling and making place by  
 taking away the creative process of building. Interestingly enough, the  
 Soviet spatial ideals meant to foster the personal development of indi 
 viduals by providing the ‘room’ for dwelling that is standard and would  
 stand back.
7  The Bolsheviks, having taken over power in 1917, signalled the inaugura 
 tion of a new byt (Rus. = everyday life) by municipalizing housing and,  
 by subscribing ownership of all land to the state, were actually able 
 to perform what had been developed as ideas. Shortly put, their aim was  
 to create equality in living space for everyone as well as the dissolution  
 of class and gender definitions. In order to support their ideological  
 framework by the built environment and by having gained total 
 authority, the splitting up existing larger homes and apartments into  
 smaller units became one way to provide more units as well as commu 
 nal kitchens, nurseries and laundry facilities that allowed, in their mind,  
 the formation of a collectivist society. At the same time, housing condi 
 tions in cities had become borderline in the years after the revolution: 
 living space was particularly scarce in areas where industrial plants  
 emerged. In order to guarantee and promote living space for the work 
 ers, communal housing clusters were erected that followed the new ideal  
 of the collective living in a high-density environment. Living units 
 were distributed through the authority of the state- purposely to mingle  
 classes- and together with the overcrowding came to render domestic  
 space a public commodity. For further read, see Engel, B.: Public Space  
 in the Blue Cities (10)
 When in 1957 under Khrushchev a shift in housing policy occurred 
 towards providing more individual family units, the commitment to 
 communal housing had already ceased way before. Because during 
 Stalin’s years urban housing was still characterized by living in 
 communal  apartments and barracks we perceive Krushchev’s action as  
 the moment of shift, although that model already lost popularity in the 
 1930s during the Five-Year-Plan. Yet at that time, due to financial 
 limits, no larger strategy evolved for reconfiguring the spatial relationship  
 between public and private, and only for the few better situated within 
 the state economic system it became possible to move into individual  
 family units. 
8   Chubarov, A.: Russia’s Bitter Path to Modernity, p. 73 (5)
9   Lovell, S.: Summerfolk, p.199 (23)
10  The Great Famine in the beginning of the 1930s.
11   It was only possible for few people to join the so-called ‘Dacha Coopera 
 tions’ that would allow you to build a proper dacha- it was more con 
 venient to join the ‘Garden-Plot’movements. For further read, see Sum 
 merfolk: A History of the Dacha 1710-2000 (23)
12  In this case: from multi-apartment houses towards singe family homes,  
 paired with the siege of the totalitarian regime.
13  There is little individual capital; planning and construction continues just  
 the way it had been practised. Interview with A. Lozhkin, 2011
14  See MONTAGED PATCHES
15   People who permanently live in Dachas are called Dachniks.
16  Referring here to the vertical dimension of the settlements.
˅ Dacha advertisement
source: internet
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Journal Review: ‘Project Russia’
Project Russia (editor in chief: Bart Gold-
hoorn ) is one of the leading architectural 
journals in Russia. It continues to be pub-
lished four times a year since 1995. Con-
sisting of both theoretical essays and proj-
ect descriptions this journal engages with 
contemporary questions and issues in plan-
ning and architectural design from Russia 
and the international community. 
The issue Ex Nihilo engages with the 
evaluation of the present tendency 
to build cities new from scratch 
instead of working with existing 
settlements. It is explained how 
the Soviet school of architecture 
and planning has provided a tool-
set that cannot provide solutions 
for the challenges that Russian 
architecture finds itself presented 
with since the 90s; that often 
clients and developers rely on 
imported knowledge, sometimes by 
commissioning international firms, 
for creating sustainable, cultur-
ally valuable and progressively 
designed projects. An example that 
strikes is the design for the 
Kudrovo District near St. Peters-
burg (right): an agglomeration of 
different city fabrics that are 
copy-pasted from Cerda’s Barcelona 
blocks, Haussmanian streets, as 
well as samples from Rome, Madrid, 
Amsterdam and Berlin. The author 
sees this design as a reaction 
to the monotonous fabric of the 
prefabricated houses. It should 
create ‘addresses in [...] recog-
nizable street blocks’. Although 
there are more sophisticated solu-
tions, this way of importing the 
West as a probable assimilation 
process presents the rule next to 
the continuation of the prefabri-
cated housing constructions (see 
issue Housing) together with mega-
structures (see issue Landscape).
˃
˅
Design for the Kudrovo District 
by Evgeny Gerasimov and part-
ners, client: 000 ‘Setl-City’, 
2008
images: Goldhoorn, B.: Project 
Russia/ Ex Nihilo (15)
Four issues whose topics are relevant to this 
project will be briefly described and set in 
context to the discussion at hand: No. 48 
Ex Nihilo, No. 54 Landscape, No. 55 
Housing, No. 56 Perm.
all graphics from Goldhoorn, B.: Project Russia (15)
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The issue on Perm presents an ex-
ample of, in the eyes of the edi-
tors, paradigmatic city planning 
that differs form the ‘General 
Plan’. Kees Christiaanse Archi-
tects and Planners were employed 
for creating a vision of a com-
pact city for Perm (right). Perm 
has suffered from great popula-
tion loss and nevertheless saw an 
expansion of city territory. In 
this vision of Perm, its center 
and settlements are densified, the 
city extents limited and an archi-
tectural competition for the Art 
Gallery invited internationally 
known scholars provides cultural 
relevance (below). These strate-
gies pose an unusual procedure in 
Russian town planning and would 
not have happened without the head 
of the city office, Andrey Golovin, 
explicitly facing the challenges 
for this town by not relying on 
general models but to create a fu-
sion of external knowledge and lo-
cals. As or demonstrating Russian 
tendencies, A. Golovin sees him-
self now accused of having misap-
propriated city funds because the 
document produced does not comply 
with the standards of the ‘General 
Plan’. 
˄ ˃
Design for a Masterplan for Perm by 
Kees Christiaanse Architects and 
Planners
images: Goldhoorn, B.: Project Russia/ 
Perm’ (15)
˅
Competition entries for Art Gal-
lery in Perm, from left to right:
V. Olgiatti, B. Bernaskoni
images: Goldhoorn, B.: Project Rus-
sia/ Perm’ (15)
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The Housing issue deals with the 
practical issues of designing and 
building Russian housing and its 
resulting aesthetic. A clear lam-
entation that the Russian govern-
ment relies on the private market 
to build low-cost or social hous-
ing introduces the issue to the 
reader. It ends with the statement 
that there are sufficient examples 
in history that show the success-
ful creation of high-quality hous-
ing when developed in conjunction 
with public money. A collection of 
international projects form Den-
mark, Singapore, the US et. al. 
create a forum for possibilities. 
An extensive report on projects 
recently realized in the Moscow 
region creates evidence of a con-
tinued apparatus of building and 
planning: simplistic ideas and a 
contradictory translation of those 
into space (right). 
At this point it is unclear wheth-
er the builders actually tried to 
spatialize their moderate idea or 
whether the means simply were not 
exhausted. In the theoretical part 
of this issue, the authors rightly 
identify the re-thinking of the 
prefabricated element as a pos-
sible if not necessary next step 
to a desired Neo-Renaissance that 
allows a change in standards of 
dwelling. 
˄ ˅
Housing design for Moscow, ‘5 and 
5’ architectural bureau
images: Goldhoorn, B.: Project Rus-
sia/ Housing (15)
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The issue on Landscape deals with 
the larger ecological issues and 
a theoretical understanding of 
landscape. Introducing concepts 
such as Landscape Urbanism and its 
possible application in the Rus-
sian context reveal (similarly as 
in MONTAGED PATCHES) the under-
standing of Russian landscape as 
‘negative space’; that architec-
ture or cities are usually in the 
foreground of the objective and 
this engagement shows a primitive 
understanding of the structures 
and systems within nature. The is-
sue closes with the documentation 
of a competition for a zero-emis-
sion dacha: a holiday home that is 
self-sufficient in the use of re-
sources,  constructible and usable 
wherever the road system takes you 
(right). The discussion of land-
scape intrinsically relates to the 
dacha-discussion which recognizes 
this small element as the key to 
experiencing nature. Its self-suf-
ficiency allows its construction in 
more remote regions which entails 
the use of undeveloped land around 
Russian cities. The combination of 
two dwelling types for city resi-
dents - dacha and apartment - is 
culturally desired, particularly 
in sight of the few growing me-
tropolises in Russia that con-
sequently leads to conflicts over 
land when the city expands close 
to dacha settlements. The agenda 
of the competition has an ironic 
connotation; it is a move into 
the direction of ‘sustainability’ 
but at the same time promotes the 
further ‘settlement’ of remote 
areas. In countries where space is 
limited, this contradiction would 
be recognized and eliminated - but 
the Russian territory, as previ-
ously mentioned various times, al-
lows for the coexistence of those 
contradictions. The vast scale 
of open space sucks up possible 
conflicts and creates a vacuum of 
conscience and reality.
˅
Competition entries for the Zero-
Emission dacha
top: A. Afonichkin, D. Pozhidaev, 
V. Grubov (Moscow)
middle: A. Ponomariov (Moscow)
bottom: E. Zhabrev (Tyumen, Sibe-
ria) 
images: Goldhoorn, B.: Project Rus-
sia/ Landscape (15)
˃ 
Project ‘Chastity Belt’ by A. 
Sverdlov.
images: Goldhoorn, B.: Project Rus-
sia/ Landscape (15)
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On March 19, 2007 a massive meth-
ane explosion ripped through the 
Ulyanovskaya mine in Novokuznetsk 
killing over 100 people. The mine 
was the largest coal producing 
center in the Kemerovo Region, lo-
cated in a coal rich area of south 
central Russia known as the Kuz-
bass region. It is the deadliest 
mining accident in recent history.
source: internet
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Central Town Plaza
At the gateway of working 
place and 'settlement', a 
gigantic town square was 
created. 
Closeness of Industrial 
and Rresidential I
Residential district are 
built close to factories- for 
making better the 
production process.. Closeness of Industrial and Rresidential II
Situation repeated: this 
time with no centrality 
function. 
Closeness of Industrial 
andRresidential III
Situation repeated: no 
centrality function, 
remotely placed. 
Closeness of Industrial 
andRresidential III
Situation repeated: no 
centrality function, 
remotely placed. 
Closeness of Industrial 
and Rresidential 
without common border
Situation repeated: no 
centrality function, 
remotely placed. 
Factory disappeared
Recently, parts of the 
factory have been 
demolished. Soon the 
entire industrial process 
will be closed- leaving a 
central plaza dislocated 
as well as holes and 
tunnels underground 
where mining happened. 
Trans-siberian railroad 
and industrialization
Crossing from West to 
East stretches over 
9289km. At ~km3800 lies 
Novokuznesk.
IDEOLOGICAL  GRAVEYARD
The recent closing and demolition of a coal min-
ing industry right in the middle of the city affects 
meaning for the residents and challenges a sys-
tem of planning and society to whom it is strange 
to preserve or navigate in the inbetween of con-
struction and destruction. 
The demolition makes a central plaza ideological 
wasteland; the mined territory with no physical 
structure on the surface becomes an ideological 
graveyard.
Population: 
563,000 (2009)
547.900 (2002)
source: http://www.perepis-2010.ru/
53.7557 latitude
87.1099 longitude
˃
Today, parts of the factory in the 
town center are demolished
source: architecture student in No-
vokuznetsk
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□ Novokuznetsk, Kemerovo Oblast, in the Kuz-
bass region. 
Novokuznetsk lies at km 3640 on the Transsiberian railway and was 
founded as ‘Kuznetsk’ by the Kosaks in 1618, named after the preva-
lent occupation of its inhabitants (kuznets= blacksmith). Until the begin-
ning of the 18th century it was the most Eastern military base for Rus-
sia. In the 1930s the city expanded rapidly due to the erection of the 
metallurgical combined plant that process the resources of the region; 
coal and ore. The city was formed on the basis of the settlement Sad-
gorod near the metallurgic plant, and later was joined with Kuznetsk 
into Stalinsk. Although it is the oldest and largest city in the region, the 
administrative center became Kemerovo when the Kemerovo Obast 
was founded in the 1940s. The plan for expanding Novokuznetsk was 
done by the central planning office in Saint Petersburg and foresaw 
a future population of one million. In 1931, the town was renamed to 
Stalinsk until 1961 when it became Novokuznetsk. Until the 1960s, three 
additional metallurgical plants have been built around the city. Today’s 
population is at 563.271. Novokuznetsk has lost population after per-
estroika and the breakdown of the regime1, but is predicted to grow 
over 600.000 in the coming decades2. The projected growth is due to 
a recorded increase of immigrating Kazakhstani people towards the 
Kuzbass region.
1  Hill, F. and Gaddy, C.: The Siberian Curse (18)
2  Interview with City Planning Director of Novokuznetsk January 2011.
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˄ fig. 48
Figure grounds of No-
vokuznetsk, Poster in Cham-
ber of Architects
Photograph taken Jan/2011
˅ Novokuznetsk 
Photographs taken Jan/2001
˄ fig. 46
General Plan for Novokuznetsk, 
from the the Chamber of Archi-
tects. Received Jan/2011
˄ fig. 47
Plan of Novokuznetsk’s central 
plaza, from the University. Re-
ceived Jan/2011
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This city is one example where we can see some physical manifes-
tations of Soviet town planning: it is the accumulation of residen-
tial settlements1 into a large patch form neoclassic until late ‘80s 
property-less prefabricated apartment housing. 
It is geographically situated between a river and one of the largest 
coal mining sites that lies in immediate proximity to the urban fab-
ric. This proximity is repeated with every other plant and residential 
fabric in the area. Each plant has its own settlement of workers al-
located next to it, just how it was imagined by Communist planners 
as the optimization of production. Settlement patches, industrial 
patches, pre-revolutionary home patches and dacha patches are 
agglomerated into a territorial occupation whose ideological center 
is industry and the planned economy. 
At a population of approx. 600.000 you would imagine a city to 
have a center with concentrated service and shopping economies, 
but Russian -especially Siberian- cities usually have these services 
spread over the urban areas and also architecturally little pictur-
Ideological Graveyard
esque or traditional signs of centrality. This happens for a number 
of reasons: first, the settlements’ communal and service facilities 
are integrated for walking distance reasons into the NUSes (?), and 
therefore take partly away cultural functions from the economic or 
possibly central areas2; second, since the main plaza3 of the town 
is located not central to the physical city but central to the ideology 
of maximizing production, it is free of uses that would accumulate 
in a different location; lastly the short period in which the city grew 
determines the urbanistic appearance and morphology.
Simultaneously, we observe that Novokuznetsk is quite compact in 
structure; concentrated population densities on little territory. With 
observational analysis, density becomes visible through the large 
amount of people on the streets, even in very cold seasons. Fur-
ther out, through the patches in the landscape, variations of density 
are created. 
View of the plaza between Coal plant 
and residential with the adminis-
trative facory building and a B52, 
Novokuznetsk, Sibiria
Photograph taken Jan/2011
˅ Novokuznetsk 
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Aerial of the central plaza with 
neoclassic ornament, Novokuznetsk, 
Sibiria
other photographs taken Jan/2011
˅ Cafe at the Plaza
˅ Entrance building to 
the factory
˅ The plaza
˅ WW II monument
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Largely grained housing blocks from 
Stalin time touching industrial 
land, Novokuznetsk, Sibiria
˅ Novokuznetsk 
Photographs taken 
Jan/2001
are interrogated, and this plant, having become useless, is subject 
to eradication. Understandable that the useless and, in Siberian 
opinion, ugly structure that creates pollution and stands for Stalin’s 
ideology per se, is being rejected. It is this draconian thinking that 
lets some people’s ideas simply evaporate: one student designed 
a museum on the site, integrating the demolished structure into the 
design. Although today people can regain access to both the land 
and its history, no agency is established that provides funds for an 
intervention. The aesthetics of the metallurgical plant are appreci-
ated, but it is culturally difficult for society to move on by dealing 
with such recent past, so mighty in presence.
Used up
Soon the coal depot in the center of the city will be used up, and 
the metallurgic plant in the center of the city is about to close: 
it finally leaves history and economy behind. Today, it operates 
at about 40% and parts of the metallurgical plant have been de-
molished. Visits to Novokuznetsk’s Architectural Academy and the 
director’s office of city planning reveal that although teachers see a 
possibility and challenge in re-negotiating this abandoned land, the 
demolition still progresses. One prevailing approach to this mined 
piece of land is that it is unstable ground for building something 
like housing on the site because it was hollowed out. As radical as 
solutions sometimes are in Russia, no other possibilities that exist4 
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The plaza and beyond
There appears at the center of the city, at the gateway between 
‘work’ and ‘living’, a vast, spatially unmanageable plaza symbolizing 
the entry to the factory. Rather than working as a thread between 
two functionally connected but different entities, it appears as a flat 
aerial barrier in landscape format between a gated industry and a 
porous residential fabric. The building structures, separated by wide 
streets that lead to the factory, slowly taper off in volume and height 
toward the plaza. Before you reach the lonely situated entrance 
building, you pass the eternal flame of the huge half-circular 2nd 
World War memorial and a T34 tank, sticking up its gun into the 
sky, elevated 15 feet above ground. Besides these monuments, 
the plaza is decorated with the typical Stalinist neoclassical forms 
made of grass and pathways. What lies behind the plaza was not 
accessible during field research, however, photos by a student that 
researched the plant during the demolition process reveal the over-
grown industrial landscape: in summer a romantic and nostalgic 
walk in the grass. 
The surrounding structures -both monuments and buildings- disclose 
but distort the plaza into indistinguishable boundaries, enriched by 
multiple meanings. Although the situation of residential settlements 
next to industrial plants is repeated many times in the region, none 
of the other pairs feature such an accumulation of monuments. The 
plaza in the city is both physically and meaningfully central to the 
history and economy of Novokuznetsk and its region. 
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Same but different
Novokuznetsk is a typical city for Siberia as it grew when everything 
else grew during the Soviet regime- which means the settlement 
fabric is similar to others in the region. But it lies on the trans-Sibe-
rian railway in one of the most densely populated regions in Russia 
-the most populated in Siberia- with a rather good transportation 
system and intensive deposit of coal around. It lost population but 
is regaining- not by self-production but from immigrants. Besides, 
Novokuznetsk has a particular spatial condition: the extreme close-
ness between industry and residential in the very center. With the 
coal resource used up, the Soviet ideology evaporates and leaves 
behind a territory of industrial waste structures, a terrain vague5 
(figs. 49-51), that is neither industrial nor natural landscape. Once 
the industrial plant is completely demolished, the mines become 
even more invisible- what will happen to the site?  
Path and Demolition: A Collage using 
photographs from B. Engel’s ‘Blue 
Cities’
Background: Ust-Ilimsk with Cellu-
lose factory
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fig. 51: 
1928
‘[...] there is action, producti-
om of an event in a strange ter-
ritory, the casual unfolding of a 
particular proposal superimposed on 
the existing, [the] repeated void 
on the void of the city. This si-
lent artificial landscape touches 
the historical time of the city, 
yet neither cancels or imitates it. 
Flow, force, incorporation, inde-
pendence of forms, expression of 
the lines that cross the city [...] 
find expression in Mies’ visoinary 
plan.’
fig. 50: 
1971:
‘It is Big Brother’s rendering of 
the modern utopia. The form of the 
place is no more than a univer-
sal, radically generic ordering 
through which the geometry of the
buildings, the paving of the public 
space, and the square are consoli-
dated as a constructed principle. 
Here, in theory, the rights of the 
modern citizen, the tireless work-
er, find the setting for their abid-
ing happinaess. What results is, in 
fact, the space of horror, or the 
primacy of the abstractly political 
converted into absolute dominion.’
fig. 49: 
1945
‘It reveals the disfigured city, 
the dilocated space, the void, the 
imprecision and differemce. An ur-
ban space becomes a terrain vague 
through the violence of war. The 
contradiciton of war brings to the 
surface the strange, the indescrib-
able, and the uninhabitable.’
Excerpts from I. de Sola-Morales’ 
essay Terrain Vague. He describes 
the Alexanderplatz in Berlin during 
three different states of presence:
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The demolished plant: evaporated ide-
ology in Novokuznetsk, Sibiria
The reinterpretation of both the industrial site and the town plaza 
could be an initial point in the future development for Novokuznetsk 
and beyond; it could question the current planning tendencies and 
pose a model for reusing industrial sites as well as a continuation 
of the past. Demolishing the factory does not solve the difficul-
ties associated with the past. At some time in the future coal and 
other deposits will empty that are not as central as the one in No-
vokuznetsk but still have a settlement next to it. A pilot project is 
needed as resources are extinguished, particularly in Siberia whose 
main economy is natural resource extraction.
Endnotes:
1 in the NUS (New Urban Settlement) style: 
 see BOOK REVIEW: THE IDEAL COMMUNIST CITY
2  In a free-market oriented system, central areas in a city developed  
 both cultural institutions and commercial elements.
3  Here it has to mentioned that the plaza was intended to create the  
 communal center at the fringe of both work and living as to minimize  
 movement throughout the city and make services (some) more acces- 
 sible to the workers.
4 For a cultural and technological refurbishment of a coal plant, see   
 Zeche Zollverein, Duisburg, Germany: http://www.zollverein.de/index. 
 html
5 See I. De Sola-Morales’ essay Terrain Vague, in Anyplace, edited by 
 C. Davidson (26). Novokuznetsk’s industrial area, so centrally located  
 and ideologically laden, becomes an undetermined place that is 
 neither natural landscape nor intact artefact. The land itself is not a  
 left-over pice but the mined corridors in the ground are waste hollows.  
 Sola-Morales uses, in his essay, the Alexanderplatz after 1945 as an  
 example for terrain vague, please see his descriptions in figs. 49-51.
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 BOOK REVIEW: THE SIBERIAN CURSE
Book Review: ‘The Siberian Curse’ (2003) 
In this book F. Hill and C. Gaddy assess 
Siberia’s condition as ‘cursed’ because of 
two main factors: the cold Siberian climate 
that creates economic difficulties and the 
planned system of growth. They state that 
Siberian cities enjoyed population growth 
in large part because a sovereign decision 
made people move there, not because the 
economic conditions were attractive. For 
making the point that the Siberian cities 
are doomed to fail they compare economic 
To support their statement, they 
made an analysis that compares 
sizes of cities. According to the 
‘Zipf law’1 of healthy economic de-
velopment, the size and number of 
cities follow a certain mathemati-
cal rule. They conclude that Russia 
misses cities at the size between 
1.5 and 4 million people, and that 
the few that exist are dislocated. 
In conclusion, the authors argue 
for a focused development of Eu-
ropean Russia: a redistribution or 
retreat of Siberia’s population to-
ward West of the Urals2, where the 
cold is not as stiff and where a 
more profitable density closer to 
the European market may be created. 
While these arguments, calculations 
and comparisons to the US and Cana-
da are valuable, a more careful as-
sessment needs to be done with the 
authors’ recommendations for Sibe-
ria’s future. These recommendations 
are solely developed from economi-
cal and statistical knowledge that 
ignores the factors for belonging 
and place. Ironically, the focus 
for development proposed resembles 
the actual processes taking place, 
and they are problematic. We could 
argue that instead of managing mi-
gration towards the warmer region, 
that a new economic synthesis be-
tween state and private capital may 
create new economic possibilities- 
which would be equally radical and 
makes their argument a liberal-cap-
onized or, in this case, understood 
from the perspective of it being an 
object5. That there is no reference 
to the existing topography, geog-
raphy and the local resources (be-
sides oil export references) that 
creates the picture of a growing on 
its own (like it has been 120 years 
ago), a distinct type of architec-
ture, cultural way of life and a 
locally rooted system of economics 
and politics6. This draws analogies 
when looking at how the US treats 
its landscape, and the history of 
the colonization of the Americas.
The prospects for Siberia drawn in 
this book contain advice on how to 
stimulate a Russian economy, not 
the Siberian. Siberia is again sub-
jected to a larger empire- if Sibe-
ria had economic power over its re-
sources, it would not need Russia.
Endnotes:
1 Hill, F. and Gaddy, C: The Siberian  
 Curse (18), p.19
2 Hill, F. and Gaddy, C: The Siberian Curse  
 (18), p. 202
3 Hill, F. and Gaddy, C: The Siberian Curse  
 (18), p. 36
4 Forest, B. and Jonson, J.: Unraveling the  
 Threads of History: Soviet-Era Monuments  
 and Post-Soviet National Identity
 in Moscow (19), p.6
5 This, for me, is aculturally-defeating way  
 of how US-American interventions (war,  
 ‘democratizing’) are imposing their system  
 of thinking on others.
6 In ‘Isothermal Fatalism’, Andrey Parshev  
 argues that Russia needs to isolate its  
 domestic market from the world market.  
 Hill, F. and Gaddy, C: The Siberian Curse  
 (18), p.30-31
growth patterns and the prevailing, non-pro-
gressive energy economics that they know 
from the US or Canada to Russia, and their 
perfomative capacities and attributes of tech-
nical equipment as well as energy consump-
tion in the cold. Their results leads them to 
think that it is not economically viable to build 
cities in those cold regions, and that there 
cannot be economic profit on the GDP level. 
italistic one. They, most essential-
ly, miss a glance on how a certain 
type of architecture or sustainable 
city planning might alter their fig-
ures of cold(?) and temperature Per 
Capita3. 
Further they proclaim that cities 
close to resource extracting indus-
tries should have a seasonal popula-
tion (since they are usually in the 
North), and cities along the trans-
Siberian railway should decrease in 
size. This proposal, again, is one 
that is happening right now and it 
causes difficulties that are mentioned 
many times in the other chapters. 
It seems too simple to argue for a 
pure population shift- I argue that 
a city can be developed and must be 
understood along many more complex 
systems, and criticize that the un-
derstanding of cities that Hill and 
Gaddy use is predominantly American 
and lacks comparative compatibility 
on many layers: federally, socially 
and culturally- only to mention some. 
Additionally, the Russian government 
system is in an act of transforma-
tion, in a politically liminal state, 
which is yet hard to identify as a 
democracy4. 
Lastly there are, I argue, many ex-
amples in the world that show that 
‘deliberately’ grown cities may fail 
and lose their population, even in 
the US. But what is more striking is 
that a look at Russia in the same fa-
tal way that Soviet planners looked 
at Siberia: as a territory to be col-
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˄   In Tomsk, an old traditional 
city whose interior wooden struc-
ture has not been destroyed by 
Soviet city planning, money is 
available for re-furbishing tradi-
tional buildings. However, ar-
chitects are unprepared for this 
challenge: discussions during field 
research revealed their inter-
est in gaining knowledge in pres-
ervation processes. The original 
construction is covered by wooden 
cladding and re-painted in colors 
that may not be original. The ar-
tistic window frames are kept and 
replaced on top of the cladding. 
You cannot escape the analogy that 
the cladding itself resembles much 
of the style of American homes.
Photograph taken Jan/2011
Inert tendencies
˄ A visit to the chamber of ar-
chitects in Novokuznetsk gives 
insight into recent plans and 
models: For a mixed income devel-
opment this design combines single 
family homes with row houses and 
large housing estates. The large 
housing estates surround some of 
the smaller developments as to 
create an enclave, however, over-
all the typologies are grouped 
into patches randomly on the site. 
No physical interaction between 
them is aspired.
Photograph taken Jan/2011
˄  a typical design for a housing 
development that shares communal 
facilities. The facades are broken 
down into different colors which 
intends to distract from the mas-
siveness of the volumes. 
Photograph taken Jan/2011
The forces that produce decay in the en-
vironment of Siberian cities are less local 
than, for example, in the de-industrializing 
areas of the American Rustbelt, but nation-
ally more so. While we categorize US and 
European cities that lose population and 
are in the state of decay as ‘shrinking’, 
decay in Russia and particularly in Siberia 
is a more ubiquitous phenomenon and vis-
ible throughout almost all cities. Often city-
scapes are sparked with construction sites 
˂  Kemerovo, Sibiria (2010), 
The expanding city with large 
settlement structures touches 
dacha settlements. The unfinished 
buildings remain unoccupied in the 
post-Soviet period: these struc-
tures were to be filled by people 
that would be nationally employed.
http://www.farfrommoscow.com
and new buildings next to decaying, sometimes 
empty or inhabited, structures. However, there are 
some cities that have been almost completely va-
cated (‘ghost cities’).
After 1991 many towns remained without federal 
financial support and were left on their own to cre-
ate an economy. Whether a city survived or not 
often depended on whether individuals -with a lot 
of private money-invested in a place and its econ-
omy. The result is a diaspora of people leaving 
for places that are economically supported, and 
without an overruling system that controls 
the investments to create equality, migra-
tion and decay happen along those uncon-
trolled lines. 
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˄ Advertisement and Construction 
Sites in Novokuznetsk, Siberia
Photograph taken Jan/2011
˄  Tomsk, Sibiria
Photograph taken Jan/2011
˄  Novosibirsk, Siberia
In the center of towns and cit-
ies in Siberia the street views 
are collaged of old, new, unfin-
ished and decayed structures: the 
collaged urban environment on 
the small scale. While this cre-
ates visual diversity the overall 
impression is still overwhelmed by 
the wornness of facades and vague-
ly undistinguishable the unfinished 
from the decaying.
Photograph taken Jan/2011
˄  Decay presents itself over-
whelmingly in Siberia but also 
West of the Urals. Here a mar-
ket hall in Kungur, Russia. It is 
simply designed but importantly 
located on a hill that oversees 
the old town.
Photograph taken Jan/2011
˄ Unfinished suburbia  
in Perm’, Russia
Photograph taken Jan/2011
˄ New Paradigms in Tomsk, Siberia
Photograph taken Jan/2011
˄  Novosibirsk, Sibiria
Photograph taken Jan/2011
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DEFLATED  MONUMENT
The trans-Siberian railway was a key figure for 
colonizing Siberia; today it is out-dated and can 
not transform into pure infrastructure.
Through becoming a monument, the railway 
loses its ideological thread.
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The trans-Siberian railway
was built from Moscow to Vladi-
vostok between 1891 - 1916 under 
Tsar Alexander III and his son 
Nicholas II. In 1991, the latest 
extension (Balkal-Amur-Magis-
trale) was completed.
9288 km from Moscow to Vladivo-
stok
FACT SHEET
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MOSCOW
˅ Abandoned railway 
station in Abkhazia
image: http://eng-
lishrussia.com
˅ fig. 52
Davidson, P. F. 
and Brooke, K. L.: 
Building the World 
(7)
Station in Zla-
toust, around 1900
˅ fig. 53
Davidson, P. F. and 
Brooke, K. L.: Build-
ing the World (7)
Bridge over the Ob, 
around 1900
Siberian landscape between Yekaterin-
burg and Omsk
Photographs taken Jan/201196
The trans-Siberian railway is the largest nationwide railroad system in 
the world. While it does have four sub-lines, its main line travels 5,753 
miles (=9259 km) from Moscow to Vladivostok.1 Through its geo-
graphically extreme characteristics - it traverses the largest swamp 
plain in the world, travels in extremely cold temperatures, and its 
romantic appeal to foreigners  - the railroad idealistically conquers 
the endlessly monotonous territory of the Siberian landscape. 
Deflated Monument
Stalin’s lost railway
image: http://englishrussia.com
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˅ fig. 54
Davidson, P. F. 
and Brooke, K. 
L.: Building the 
World (7)
Station of Krivo-
shchekovo, around 
1900
˅ fig. 54
Davidson, P. F. 
and Brooke, K. L.: 
Building the World 
(7)
Station of Taiga, 
around 1900
˅ fig. 55
Davidson, P. F. and 
Brooke, K. L.: Build-
ing the World (7)
Bridge over the Kan, 
around 1900
˅ fig. 56
Davidson, P. F. and 
Brooke, K. L.: Build-
ing the World (7)
Bridge over the 
Irtysh, around 1900
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This large piece of infrastructure acts as the main travel option 
for many Russians and carries the Siberian resources to the con-
sumer. During Soviet times it was greatly expanded, mainly to the 
Northern regions where resources could be found and extracted. 
Only in 1991 was construction of the last of the sub-lines2 finished. 
In Soviet ideology, infrastructure was seen as a means to colonize 
territory- a Leitgedanke that not only emerged then but already 
persisted during Tsarist times. It was only through the totalitarian 
system that this progress was enforced as the main economic 
driver, giving work and fostering the process of production. The 
trans-Siberian railway and its expansion were central to the project 
that sought the complete settlement of all undeveloped land- as 
such, its construction was a way for the regime to demonstrate its 
territorial power and progress to the international community. 
Looking at the trans-Siberian railway as an infrastructural object, we 
can identify the railroad by its pure magnitude in length and shape 
in the landscape as a one-dimensional, horizontal monument to the 
colonization of Siberia. If so, what are the characters that make it 
a monument or not, and does its history and infrastructural perfor-
mance reveal such an interpretation? The railroad as monument 
tells the story of the decline of ideology within the world of infra-
structure and production.
Siberian landscape between 
Yekaterinburg and Omsk
Photograph taken Jan/2011
Empty warehouses between Omsk and Novosibirsk
Photograph taken Jan/2011
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Stalin’s Lost Railway
Outdoor markets somewhere between Omsk 
and Novosibirsk, -22˚C
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Empty warehouses between Omsk and Novosibirsk
Photograph taken Jan/2011
Market at train station between Omsk and Novosibirsk
Photograph taken Jan/2011
˅ fig. 57
Davidson, P. F. and Brooke, 
K. L.: Building the World 
(7)
Bridge over the Tom, around 
1900
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Train station at Katachins-
kaya, Jan. 2011, -15˚C
Photograph taken Jan/2011
˅ fig. 58
Davidson, P. F. 
and Brooke, K. L.: 
Building the World 
(7)
Station in Omsk, 
around 1900
˅ fig. 59
Davidson, P. F. and 
Brooke, K. L.: Build-
ing the World (7)
Bridge over the To-
bol, around 1900
˅ fig. 60
Davidson, P. F. and 
Brooke, K. L.: Build-
ing the World (7)
Church Car, around 
1900
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As already mentioned, the railroad serves well for tourists, but what 
role does it play for Russians, and what does it fail to deliver? Look-
ing at it from a performative point of view, the railway can hardly 
compete with air transport: the trains travel an average 40 miles/
hour which makes a trip from Moscow to Novosibirsk 46 hours 
compared to a 4 hour flight. However, air travel is often too expen-
sive for Russians so that their only choice is between rail or bus 
(which is an even more affordable option for distances up to eight 
hours). It has been built to connect to the Asian Pacific and explore 
undeveloped land - to reach out - but it has not been designed for 
the mobility demand that people have and need today in order to 
compete globally. The Russian population relies on this piece of 
infrastructure that, through it being the only option, restricts their 
mobility greatly.
Another performative peculiarity is its linearity. Looking at a map of 
Russia and its tree-like train system, only very little area has been 
developed around the train line. Through its vast long-distance 
routes it remains linear and one-dimensional - lacking comparable 
connections or sub-systems that provide alternatives or a multi-
spatial exploration. 
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Novosibirsk  
= rus. ‘the new Siberian city’
founded in 1893, town status 
since 190; pop.: 1.43 million
Novosibirsk train station, interior
Photograph taken Jan/2011
Novosibirsk train station plaza
Photograph taken Jan/2011
˅ fig. 61
Davidson, P. F. and 
Brooke, K. L.: Build-
ing the World (7)
Bridge over the Kiya, 
around 1900
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˅ fig. 62
Davidson, P. F. and 
Brooke, K. L.: Build-
ing the World (7)
Bridge over the Chik, 
around 1900
Novosibirsk, local tram station
Photograph taken Jan/2011
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Typical local train station
Photograph taken Jan/2011
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Historically, in the colonization process, the railway records not 
purely a benign exploration of unknown territory, facts that tourists 
easily dismiss. When Vladivostok developed into a major port on 
the Asian Pacific by the end of the 19th century, tsar Alexander 
foresaw a railway that connected Moscow to Asia and, through 
increased population along the rails, a possibility to strengthen Si-
beria’s threatened border along the Southern Asian countries3. Dur-
ing 1891 to 1916, the construction period of the main line, Moscow 
and Japan both made claims on Korea and Manchuria and this 
created a conflict situation between two different ideologies4. The 
railway not only allowed Russia to transport human resources and 
military equipment to the Pacific, it also determined a fatal outcome 
for Russia when Japan opened fire in 1904. The war was lost on 
the Russian side because the low frequency of trains running on a 
single track connection made supply for the fighting troops fatally 
slow5. In the 1930s, industry and camps were relocated beyond 
the Urals for securing resources and secret military research when 
an invasion became possible in WW II. This relocation demanded 
mobility and the development of remote areas during late Stalin-
ist times. Particularly the railway’s expansion towards the Northern 
regions, under Kruschchev and still today, progressed very slowly 
and cost hundreds of human lives. Through climatic and logistic 
difficulties the construction could only advance slowly, and, analo-
gous to Russian war-fighting, was achieved by sacrificing human 
lives. The total cost of lives for construction -colonization- lies in 
the tens of thousands.
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What makes it a monument?
By being one of the largest infrastructural objects that has ever 
been built and because of its world-wide popularity, the railroad 
finds its place in encyclopedias like ‘Building the World’ but it falls 
outside the generic category of  ‘monument’. It is not, like the Eiffel 
Tower, a vertical piece of structure whose quest is to bring human-
ity closer to God’s empire, or to elevate itself from humanity by 
being physically high. Nor is it a monument that has been erected 
to deliver a certain message- rather it has metamorphosed from 
being a mega-infrastructure into being a horizontal monument for 
the failed colonization of Siberia. It internalizes the failure of an 
ideology that pursued the complete settlement of 13 million square 
miles of territory. A wild, constructive task for a supposedly profane 
society. 
˅ fig. 63
Davidson, P. F. and 
Brooke, K. L.: Build-
ing the World (7)
Bridge over the Yaya, 
around 1900
˅ fig. 64
Davidson, P. F. and 
Brooke, K. L.: Build-
ing the World (7)
Bridge over the Ko-
sul, around 1900
˅ fig. 65
Davidson, P. F. and 
Brooke, K. L.: Build-
ing the World (7)
Bridge over the 
Ishim, around 1900
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Novosibirsk: unfinished sec-
ond bridge over the Ob river
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Endnotes:
1 ~ 6 days non-stop from one place to the other. http://www.expresstorus 
 sia.com/
2 Baikal Amur Magistrale, a Northern route.
3 Davidson, P. F. and Brooke, K. L.: Building the World (7)
4 Davidson, P. F. and Brooke, K. L.: Building the World (7)
5 WW II was won against Germany because of the vastness of the country,  
 its climatic conditions, an intense human resource sacrifice, and, lastly  
 Germany’s ceasing resources. Interestingly enough, the Finnish-Russian  
 Winter-war was lost: two similarly climatically ‘struck’ countries. The Finns  
 had more so developed a strategic defense strategy that used the country’s  
 geographic features. 
6 The question remains whether advanced technology could make it a high  
 speed network or if it remains an ecenomically not viable task because of  
 climatic and geographic conditions. For further read, see Hill, F. and Gaddy,  
 C: The Siberian Curse (18)
7 See Stalin’s lost railway for a dead railroad, images p. 97
It failed as a constructive task because the region and its population 
today is left behind, deprived of being in focus of the governmental 
eye. It failed because, since the breakdown of the Soviet Union and al-
ready before, it missed the performative update as a key limb of infra-
structure in order to be as useful and vernacular as any infrastructure 
that provides mobility to citizens in other democratic countries6. The Si-
berian railway has barely been refurbished in decades and, knowing its 
history of construction and somehow fascinated by its brutal context, 
an outsider is aesthetically confronted with a nostalgic picture, inevi-
tably creating an awareness that this is a relic from a different time. It 
is a monument because it is disconnected from contemporaneity (not 
sure this is a word?) today; as part of the Communist project its act of 
construction positioned it in contemporaneity with its presence in the 
future. The condition of the railway reveals the end (or ceasing) of a 
constructive ideology and makes history: it becomes a monument to a 
past presence. Today, with no constructive ideology behind it, it leaves 
unfinished bridges and tracks behind (fig. a+b).: construction stopped7. 
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